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Allen, Jett...rt.

PERSUASIONIHROUGH SELF-CONFRONTA-
TION: -AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF.

VALUE, ATTITUDE, AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE

INITIATED BY INTERPERSONAL AND MASS
MEDIA

Amatuzzi, Joseph Ralph

TELEVAfION AND THE SCHOOL: PROCE-

DURES FOR ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS

FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Anderson, Joann Clatio

YOUNG CHILDREN'S ABILITY TO ISOLATE ,

. .

NUTRITIONAL ELEMENTS IN A TELEVISION

COMMERCIAL, THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF Aft

TWR PAkENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD NU-

TRITION, DENTAL HEALTH.JAND THE EF-

FECTS OF SUGAR CONSUMPTtON

'B hn, Adele K.

HAWES AND CONTINUITIES IN THE
: TRANSITIONAL STATUS OF BRIDE INTO

WIFE: 'A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF ARIDAL

MAGAZINES. 1967-1977, THETECADE.

OF THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

54rbatsis, Gretchen Lynda Schoen 1.

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR

IN COMMERCIAL TELEVISION PROGRAMMING

BArkin, Steve Michael

THE MAKING OF A PUBLIC: A PARTICI-

PANT OBSERVATION STUDY OF AUDIENCE

FORM(iTION IN A GUBERNATORIAL 'PRIMARY,

fn.

,

Blakley, Stewhrt William '

CANADIAN PRIVATE BROADCASTERS AND

. THE REESTABLISHMENT OF A PRIVATE

BROADCASTING NETWORK

Blau, Robert Tyler

THE EFFECT OF PUBLIC LAW 93-107, THE

SPORTS ANTIBLACKOUT Le, ON THE VALUE

OF THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE'S

TELEVISION RIGHTS

Buerkel-Rothfuss, Nancy Louise

MEDIATING EFFECTS-OF TELEVISION VI

LENCE THROUGH CURRICULUM INTERVENT

Busterna, John Charles,'

CROSSOWNERSHIP AND THE MARKETPLACE(

OF IDEAS: DIVERSITY OF OPINION ON,

NATIONAL POLITICAL ISSUES

Cannon, Hugh McKinley

Y AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF DIRECT

AkID INDIRECT METHODS,OFMATCHING

MEDIA AUDIENCE,TO TARGET MARKET
. MEMBERSHIP

CollartrIMArie'Ethel

INSTRUCTIOFAL 'BEHAVIORS: A DESCRIP-

TIVE STUDY OF FILM FESTIVAL WINNERS

AND NON-WINNERS IN THE HEALTH, MEDI-
.,

CINE, AND SAFETY CATEGORY, 1974-1977
V

Ciitrom Daniel Joseph

MEDIA A THE AMERICAN MIND: (pRE

INTELLECTVAL.AND CULTURAL RECEPTION

OF MODERN COMMUNICATION, 1838-1965
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Dates, Jannette Lake

THE RELATIONSHIp OF DEMOGRAPHIC

VARIABLES AND RACIAL ATTITUDES TO

ADObES6ENT PERCEPTIONS OF BLACK

TELEVISION CHARACTERS ,

DeK4,,Chirles Frederick

THE DEMAND FOR CABLE TELEVISION IN

UOAN 'MARKETS

Eastman, Harvey Albert
.

CORRELATES OF CHILDREN'S RgSPONSES-

TO AN AFFECTIVE TELEVMON AND PRINT

PACKAGE DESIGNED TO REDUCE SEX-ROLE

STEREOTYPItiC

Eipenstock, Barbara Ann

TELEVISION AS A SOURCE'OF CAREER

AWAR SS FOR CHILDREN: EFFECTS OF

SEX' A SEX ROLE PREFERENCES

Elmore, Garland Craft

Cn4RACTERISTICS OF FIVE TYPES OF

DEPARTMENTS WHICH GRANT THE BACHE-

LOR'S-DEGREE WITH'A MAJCtk EMPHASIS

IN TELECOMMUNICATION: RADIO-TELEV

SION-FILM

Enos, J. Clive, III

PUBLIC ACCESS CABLE TELEVISION IN

NEW YORK CITY: 1971-75

4

.Fay,.James Paul

TOUARD A CALBRAITHIAN VIEW OP THE

"FILM INDUSTRY".: AN ANALYTICAL MODEL

,Foote,..Joe Stephen

000RIENTATION IN THE NETWORK TELEVI-

SION NEWSPROCESSINC SYSTEM: COVER-

AGE OF THE'UNITED STATES HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES

GoldschmidE, Douglas Daniel

JpINT-GOODS, PUBLIC GOODS AND TELE-

COMMUNICATIONS:, A CASE STUDY OF THE,

ALASKAN TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Haight% 'timothy Robinson.

THE MASS MEDIA AND PRESIDENTIAL

POPULARITY'1961-4976 SO

'Hart, Garrett Stephen .

A STUDY TO-ASSESS THE EFFECTS OF A

TELEVISION pROGRAM WHICH ,ENFORCES '

POSITIVE IMAGES OF THE ELDERLY 0

THE PUBLIC'S IMAGE OF THE ELDE.
flays, RRbert Earl, II

TELEVISION-NEWSPAPER CREDIBILITY:

AN EXPERIMEWAL STUDY'

liermlinn; PeterdWaye .

THE'EFFECT'OF DIALECT ON THE.PER'SUA-.

SIVENESS OF A RADIO ADVERTISEMEAT
I ,

lifofatker,.Kristine Heidi.

AN.ANALYSIS OF THE "DONAHUE" SHOW

FROM 1967 TO 1978

Howell, David James,

PATTERNS OF SEWENCE, REDUCTION,\\

FIELD SIZE AND DIRkTIONALTTY IN

7HE EDITED FILMS OF WHITE MALE.

ADOLESoENTS

Jackson-Beeck, Marilyn

MASS MEDIA EXPOSURE'AND 4pIVIDUAL

POLITICAL ACTIVITY

Jurnei,-Larry, Louis

LOCAL CHURCH USE OF CABLE TELEVISION:

AN EVALUATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED

/EXAMPLES ;

Keegan, Carol A. VI 4,

"OVER EASY": A CRITICAL CASE kUDY

OF THE EVALUATI6N OF A GOAL-DIRECTED

TELEVISION'PROGRAM

Keetek, Charles Scott

TELEVISION, NEWSPAPERS, AND THE BASES

OF ,CHOIGE IN AME4ICAN PRESIDENTIAL

ELECTIONS
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Larson Allan David

INTEGRATION ttND ArEMPTED INTEGRA-

T1ON BETWEENTHE MOTION PICTURE AND

TELEUSION INDUSTRIESTHROUGH 1956

Lashner,_MarilYn'Auerhach

THE CHILLING EFFECT oy A WHITE

HOUSE ANTI-MEDIA ASSAULT ON POLITI-

CAL COMMENTARY IN NEtWoRK TELEVISION

NEWS PROGRAMS: COMPARISON OF NEWS-

PAPER.AND TELEVISION VIGOROUSNESS

DURING THE NIXON ADMINISTRATION

Leung, Wai-Yin

NEWS FLdW BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES

AND ASIA

Levinson, Paul

HUMAN REPLAY: A THEORY OF THk EVO-

LUTION OF MEDIA

Marecek, Miriam Anna

STORY FILMS: CRITERIA FOR THEIR USE
tiN THE EARLY CHILDHOOD LAVGUACE ARTS
PROGRAM

-

Meehan, Diana Mat'jorie.

AN INTERPRETIVE COMMUNICATIT STUDY

OF IMAGES AND ROLES OF WOMEN IN Si-

LECTED -SITUATION COMEDIES FROM 1950

TO .1975

MeYrowftz, Joshua

NO SENSE OF PLACE: A THEORY ON THE

6IMPACT OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA ON4SOCIAL-

STRUCTURE AND BEHAVIOR

Miller, Janice James

AUDIENCE RESEARCR FOR PUBLIC TELE-

VISION: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

Moore, Barbara Alin
I

SYNUICATION OF FIRST-RUN TELEVISION

PROGRAMMING: ITS DEVELOPMENT ANDn
CURRENT STATUS-

"
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Onunkwo,.Christopher Anaso BonfAce

THE ROIX OF COST AND FUNCTION IN, THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF SITCIALTY ADViRTIS-

ING

0;-troff, David HOward

TELEVISION NEWS AND POLITICAL CAM-

16t-PAICNS: A PARTICIPANT-OBSERVATION

STUDY-OF COVERAGE OF THE 1978 OHIO

covEWR's RACE IN COLUMBUS, OHIO
*t-

Otieno, Jowl

THE PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF TELEVISED

VIOLENCE ON CHILDREN: A SURVEY OF

ADULTSIPERCEPTUAL OPINION

Peelot, Sharon

CONTENT AND STRUCTURALICONy 'IONS

IN PRINT ADVERTISEME S D TH IR

RELATION TO BELIEFS AND PRAOI ES

IN THE AMERICAN CULTURE'

Price, Stephen Seymour , -

THE GROWTH OF ALL-NEWS RADIO: PAR-
,-

TICIPANTS' PERCEPTIONS OF WCBS

.Raucher, Steven Alap

AN ANALYS1$ OF SENSATIONALISM IN

NETWORK TELEVISIDN NEWS COVERAGE

OF VIOLENT EVENTS

Rojas, Carlos Jorgq

. "THE RELATIONSHIP. BETWEEN PARENTAL

TV,VIEWING PATTERNS, PARENTAL

ENCE, AND CHILDREN'S TV VIEWING PAT-

TERNS

Roth, Louis oissic,

A'STUDY OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN

TEAMS OF TELEVISION VIEWING FRAC-,

TICES ' .

RowlAnd, Willard Daniel, Jr.

THE, PO4TICAL4AND SYMBOLIC USES OF

EFFECTS: A SOCIAL HISTORY OF IN-
*

QUIR1ES INTO VIOLENCE*ON TELEVISION

AND THE POLITICAL LEGITINATION OF

MASS COMMUNICATIONS RESEAlk%



SelnOw, Gary W.

A STUDY ?F.THE R4LATIONSUM BETWEEN

TELEVISION EpOSURE AND/LARGUAGE AC-

QUISITION OF PRE-SCHOOL CIIILDREN

Stack, Robert Thomas

COMPARATIVE ADVERTISING: A DETER-

MINATION OF EFFECTS

Steel, William EdwarJ

SURVEY OF RELIGIOUS TELEVISION

BROADCASTING IN THE LOS ANGELES

-METROpOLITAN AREA AND pROPOS4LS

FOR.CHANGE: NEW STRATEGIES OR

MAINLINE CHURCHES

Stroman, Carolyn Alma

RACE, .PUBLIb -0PINIONr AND PRINT

MEDIA COVERACE

Tarbox, Nornian Carlyle

THE HISTORY OF PUBLIC TELEVISION IN.

Tr STATE OF VrAN

Walther; A. Ruth

AN INIASTIGATION OF THE RELATIQNSHIP \\

BETWEEN ZHILDREN'S TE VAION VIEW-

INQ HABITS AND_THEI EHAVIORS IN

UNSTRUCTURED ACTIVITIES

-4- .
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'Watt, Marilyn Stahlka

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS THE ROLES,OF

WOMEN IN A LOCAL MEDIA INDUSTRY -

Wiman, Alan Russell

TELEVISIOkADVERTISING To. CHILDREN:
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PERSUASIONaTlijIOUGH $EL F -CON FRONTATION: AN EX -
PERIMENTAL STUDY OF VALUE, ATTITUDE, AND
BEHAVIOR CHANGE INITIATED BY INTERPERSONAL AND
MASS MEDIA Order No. 7916066

ALLEN, JerryL., Ph.D. Southern Illinois University at Car-
bondale, 1979. 211pp. Major Profehsor: Dr:-. Keith R. Sanders

Ali those who stud, commtinleation began to abaridon single
stimulus studies of attitudes and behavior, Milton Rokeach pre-
sented evidence ipdicating Bat lung-term changes in values,
attltudell, and behavlor could be achieved during a single ex-
perimental session involving self -confrontatioq. Through ob-
jective feedback about their own and signilicant others' valses,
persons deaeloped self-dissatisfaction With their value.pri-
orities which culminated in changes in valubs, attitudes, and
behavior.

The experiment reported here.was undertaken in sn effort
to replicate Rokeach's experiments; to examine the 'effect that
maniptlation of specific terminal values has on the 18 terminal
values generallY; and to determine'whether the self-confronts-

. Hon-procedure is channel bound.
Results were tabulated on 136 subjects. After completing

the Rokeach termlnal.value scale, three experimental groups
received a brief self-confrontational message, and were asked
toindicate either satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their .

original ranking of the target values Freedom and Equality.
Subjects were also asked to indicate their attitude toward civil
rights, and their level of satisfaction w h the 18 terminal
values generally. Control subjects did e a receive the stimulus
message, or the measures of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
Terminal values and attitudes wer.e check d in posttests at in-
tervals of two, four, mid six weeks. Overt behavioral compli-
ance was measured by responses to a lo er soliciting NAACP
membership.

Subjects who became dissatisfied ith their ranking of either
Freedom or Equality increased the,lf ranking significantly more
than did those subjects who remal ed satisfied with their brigL
Inal ranking, and such Increases re not channel-bound. Self-
dissatisfaction icd to changes in targeted terminal values re-
gardless of the channel. However, -thelelevision Channel did
produce less dissatisfaction with Freedom. Dissatisfaction with
specific terminal values was not found to result in general dis-
satisfaction with terminal values. Changes in attitude and be-
havior were not significant. Nevertheless, value theory and
the research which alias stimulated hold many interesting
plications for those who study human comMunication.

-a
TiLEVISION AND '111E SCHOOL: PROCEDURES FOR
ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS'FOR CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT Order No. 7924579

AMAT117.7I, Joseph Ralph, Ed.D. Columbia University Teach-
ers College, 1979. 207pp. Sponsor: Gary A. Griffin

The school as the doMinant institutional mode of formal ed-
ucation ha's, for the most part, shunted the mediumof television
to the margins of its Instructional programs. There are cer-
tainly thorie teachers who are actively using instructional tele-
Tifton series to complement their lessons'. Few, however,
ire systematically linking tWeir lessons to the thousands of
hours children devote to the medium in the home. There are
fewer who recognize the medium ai an alternate mode of com-
munication and education. This study explores waY's in which
elemetitary.and secondary ichools can best utilize the medium
of television which is major influence lithe lives of childrt
and adolescents. N

The purposes of the study are: (1) tO explore how elemen-
tary and secondary schools can effectively address the thedium
of television as a delivery system, its a subject of study, and
as a means oreducation and communication; (2) to identify the
instructional strengths and weaknesses of television in the
classroom; (3) to report on ways in which educators have
linked students' home viewing to school act/I/Mesa (4) to pro-
pose a high school curriculum which enables students to de-
yelop critical viewing skills in organizing,,analyzing, compre-
hending, and evaluating television they view at home; and (5)10
present sthool television production strategies which enablq
ettelents to reinforce critical viewing skills by communicating
through the medium.

The initiaLprocedere of the study involved a comprehensive
review cif the literature on television In ttr-ms of Rs impact Oft
children and its utilization in schoOls. Three !Woad areas of
tlevision utilizatioe emerged from this review.

First, instructional television is examined in terms of its
content, source, and utilization strategies within conventional
school curricula. Procedures for determtning the quality of 4
instructional television series and programs are also Included:.*

Secondly, the study examines educational movements, re-
views instructional materials and proposes strategies in using
children's home television 'viewing within the school's instruc-
tional programs. The section concludes with a proposed high
school television curriculum whfch is designed to promote the
acquisition of critical viewing skills.

School productions comprise the third major area of televi-
sion utilization. 'The study reports on the state of the art and
presents strategies which suggest how teaehers and studenfs
can effectively comitunicate through the medium. The treat-
ment of school television productions concludes with a discus-
sion of present and future educational uses of cahie television.

The study Concludes with recommendations for further re-
search and educational'practice and reports on events which
occurred while carraingtout the atudy.

YOUNG CHILDREN'S ABILITY TO ISOLATE NUTRITI0i4AL
ELEMENTS IN A TELEVISION COMMERCIAL, THEIR
KNOWLEDGE OF AND THEIR PARENTS' ATTITUDES TO-WARD NUTRITION, DENTAL HEALTH AND THE EFFECTS
OF' SUGAR-CONSUMPTION ,4 Order No, 7926710

ANDERSON,- Joann Clark, Ph.D. The Florida State Univer-,,
Mty, 1919. 129pp. Major Professor; Dr. 'Navy Douglas

Industry guidelines require at least one audio mention and
one video depiction of a breakfast food in a nutritional setting.
This investigation studied the extent of recall four and eightyear old children had of the nutlational elements in a commer-
cial meeting those voluntary guidelines. Further, it investi-
gated the knowledge those children weie able to orally ex-
press regarding nutritional and dental health along with their 'ability to express deleteriobs effects of sugir consumption
and its relation to dental and nutritional health. Using a sam-ple of 83 children, this study sought to determine wttether the
variables of age, socio-economic status,(SES),- and/or race
influenced the verbal expressions of /Children. on these major
topics. Because children are.influenced by parental attitudes,
this study further sought to determine payental attitudes re-
garding nutrition and dental health practices of their children
and whether those parental expressions were 141wenced by
race, age of child, or SES.

Data were collected usipg FOCIAI Group Research a qualita-
tive data collection technique. Eighty-three four and eight year



qd children frOm the Tallahassee:agea were grouped ho-
mogeneously into 16 groups by.age, race: and SES.

Each group viewed color video recording of a scigared
cereal commer-cial and were then asked to recall What they
had seen. During the remaining portion of the session, using
primary and secondary probes, responses were elicited by the
researcher and obaerved )y four certified elementary teach-
ers. Theselour obsevvers were trained and used to provide
consensual validatiol Data on parental attitudes were col-
lected using a questionnaire diatribUted to the parents of all
group participants.

In this sample, one out of five nutritional 9lelnents of a
sugared cereal commet-cial viewed once we e recalled bit
four year olds and three out of five by th eight year"olds.
Foul: year olds as a whole were unable tc express the de-
letesious effects of sugar. Eight year o s tended to express
the mative effects while offering cont adictory statements
regarding their avoidance of Sweets. a rents expressed both
awareness and concerti that their chi! iren purchased and con-
sumac, sweels but offered no sohltion- to the problem. From a
total of four food groups, four yea,t olds averaged 2.6 in their
responses to nutritional probes mhile eight year olds referred
to an average of 3.4 food groups. In response to dental ques- -

tions, from a total of five dental elements, four year olds re-
[erred tbn average of 2.0 and eight year olds 3.5.

Of tile variables considered.- age, SES, and race - differ-
entiation of responses appeared to be most related to age.
Parental attitudes differed only slightly when compared by
SES or race.

CHANGES AND' coNTINurriEs IN THE TRANSMONAL
STATUS OF BRIDE INTO WIFE. A- CONTENT ANALYSIS
OF BRIDAL MAGAZINES. l967-l977 THE DECADE OF
THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT Order No. 7923700

BARN, Adele K., Ph.D. City University of New York,
8 428pp. Adviser: Professor Charles %Mick

A content analysis of bridal magazines was carried out to
explore the influence of the media as agents of socialization
for individual roles and family life. The tpain focui was on
changes and continuities in special aspects of the trveitional
statue of bride into wife presented both implicitly andetxplicitly
In tadvertisements and larticles of the magazines. Ittiridal
magazines from 1962 to 1977.were reviewed, a period that in-
cluded the decade of the women's movement. The analytic cri-
teria Involved both a detailed description of actual changes in
the status of women during the period covered and the stated
goals of the women's movement. A cross-cultural element in-
volved comparisons of British, French, and Italian magazines.

Variables of analysis Includeft sex roles, sexual behavior,
division of househOld tasks, fashionconcepts of beauty, di-
vorce, and women and work. It was determined that the maga-
zins are read by a plurality of brides and their families and ,

that the content of both articles and apvertisements contained
specific role prescriptions, values, and proposed life styles.

While changes were found insome of the variables, con-
tinuities were more significant, particularly continued mats.
stone or muted attamtlon to aspects of women's lives such as
career planning and work. The importance of advertising as
It buttressed the media in presenting images, roles, and life
styles was clearly determined.

,
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INTERIPERSONAL c'OMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR IN COM-
MERCIAL TELEVISION PROGRAMMING

' Order No. 7918317.

BARBATSIS, Gretchen Lynda Schoen, Ph.D. University OS'
Minnesota,1979. 184pp.

While previous research indicates sex role stereotyping
In television programming, analyses have been based on gen-
ral considerations, Analysis at a more specificlevel, such

'as interpersonal communication behavior, appears to be an
important extension of previous research:, .

Symbolic interaction theory as well as transactional theory
provide a theoretical perspective for this investigation of the
medium as it relates to poisible effects on the bethavior of 4he
viewer. Symbolic interaction theory suggests that the devl-
opment of `self' (seit-concept) is dependent on cues from the
nvironment. Transactional theory suggests that television

may be seen as an environment through which an-indivtdual
receives cues ins.the form of expectations of behavior.

Sex role stereotyping may be icctimplished through mes-
sages of dominance or submission that one receives or that
one is expected to send. From this perspective, patterns of,
interpersonal comniUnication in television programming are
examined for the relationlhip between sek of the sender and
the receiver and the types' of control message that is sent or -

received. (-

Analysissis 'based on a sample ot prime time, soap opera
and Saturday Morning children's programming randomly
lected from an eight week viewing period in thetPring seism
of 1977. Messages sampled in each program are those oc-
curring every 20 seconds in the half-hour programs and those
occurrtng every 40 seconds% the hour prograins.. Using the'
Re13tional COmmunication Analysis instrument developed by
Erickson and Rogers messages ate Cbded for 61e format, re-
sponse mode, andControl dimension of the iiteraction. In addi-
tion, each mesage is'coded for the demographic characteris-
tics of the sex, age, race and occupation of the speakerlend the .,
receiver. Analysis is based on a cross-tabulatioh analysis of
speaker7receiver sex according to format, response mode and
control dimension of the messages.

The results of'pe study suggest that televiiiioit program-
mhig is t providing a diversity of models of sex role com- 4
municat n behttviors. Melee predombiate in the amount ot
message ent and received, aed the masculine communice-
Iiion style ot asserting dominance characterizes the majority
of the messagesfor both males arid females. The distortioh
is the greateet in childred's progrttmming, although neither .

prime time or soap opera programming provide models of
,ffective intemersonal communication behavior.

Further study of the television environment (including
analysis of the non-verbal cOmponents of the messages)., the
viewer'll conceptualization of that li'nvironment, and the rela-
tionship of that conceptualization to self-lconcept is necespary'

' before generalizations about the effects of the medium on se;
role behavior can be made.

.t
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TAK MAKING tllf A PUBLIC: A PARTICIPANT OBSER-
VATION STUDY 15F AGIMENCE FORMATION IN A GUBER-

, NATORIAL PRIMARY ,/' Order No. 192245b

BARK1N, Steve MiFhael, Ph.D. The Ohio State University,'
1979. 219pp. Adviser: Professor Goodwin Berquist

, . ..
Historically, studies of political campaigns as communica-

tion procussea have viewed the 'audience" assynonymous with
thd lectorate, a body of message-receivers for whom appeals
kre tailored and constructed. George Gerbner has observed,
however, thkt. through modern mass communication, audiences
themselves may be constructed: 'The reVolutIonary aspect of
modern mass communication Is its 'public-making' ability;
that is the ability Co form hisborically new bases for collective

" f

thought and action quickly, cdIntinuously, and perva,sively across
boundaries of time, space, and culture. The present study
examines this process in the 1978 primItry 'campaign of
Richardifr.Celeste, a candidate for the Democratic nomina-
tion for governor in Ohio.

Data were gathered through participant observation; the
resarcher 8,4rved as a voliinteer "press assistant" in the .

Niestocampaign organization for Orght months. The method2-:
ology Is allied tq phenbmenological sociology, particularly the
work of Alfred ScAutz. In a phenomenological perspectIve,
participant observation is eniployed as a means of understand
ing a phenomenon by experiencing it, by entering a research
setting as i "cultural stranger."'

Throughout the study, the researcher found that the public
identity of the calididate was subject to continuing ne-gotiation
and OaptAtion--wpin his own campoign organization. To be
Stire, the CeleMe staff was engaged in 'Image poiltice"--the
consftious effort to unite campaign theme, issues, timing, and
media approachto produce a particular kind of candidate for
partkular grcoms of voters. Celeste used demographic sur-
veys awl a team of media advisers. Yet the process of image
making was more lentatlye and imprecise than accounts such
as MeGinniss' The §elling_of the grettident 1968 would suggest.

Despite clearly stated cbnpaign 'goals," 'objectived," and
*tasks,* campaign strategy worked itself out Us A response
to problems within the orginizationvents outside it. The
nature of the images changed over a period of eight m nths, as
did the nature of Celeste's desired audidnce. Cultiva ed by
the miss media, that audience linked more than 40(1,000 indi-
viduals who gave Celeste the Democratic nomination in June.
r The pdblic identity of the candidate and his audience had
been negotiated in aprocess of human commiinication. Each
had been socially constructed within a matrix of time, errqr,
opportunity, and events.* Candidate and audience are thus sym
blotic -mutually constructed, the two are mutually dependent.
Celeste evolved a persona in the damign by making supposl-
tions about the audience and how he might motivate.it, by re-
spondlng to events, by talking to his staff, by reading the news-
papers, by receiving praise and criticism. At; the candidate
constructed the audience, the audience "made" the candidate.

CANADIAN PRIVATE BROADCASTERS AND THE REESTAB-
LISHMENT OF A PRIVATE BROADiyASTING NETWORK I

Order No. 7925115

BLAKLEY, Stewart William, Ph.D. The University of Mich-
igan, 1979. 230pp. Chairman: Edgar E. Willis

Canadian brOadcasting started as a private commercial en-
terprise before attracting the attention of the Canadi3p govern-
ment. By 1929, the Aird Commission detailed ho anadian
broadcasting could be put on a public basis and iS 1932 the
Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission (C.R.B.C.) fulfilled
some of the Aird recommendatIons. The C.R.B.C. expropii-

ed necessary private stations and dismantled the existing pri-
vate radio networks. It then became a function of the C.R.B.C.,

d later the Canadian Broadcasting Corporatibnr(C.B.C.) to
main source of network service for Canadian radio Bs- -

tenets. Starting in 1932) private stations were allowed tbset-up
'ad hoc ' networks but were not allowed to establish permanent
networks. This arcangement was challenged by the private
brdadeasters.

. A o

During the succeeding' years, private broadcasters were not
able to focus all of their efforts only on see4ring permission
for # private network. Other conewns,ocoupled their atten-
tion. This work [acmes on deterinining what factors prevented
the private broadcasters from establishing their network, and
how these factors changed tp finally permit a private network.

The records of nineteen Special Committees and tour Royal
.Commitisions were examined to determine what factors had an
influente on the course of Canadian private networking. Those
recordb were relevant because they chronicled the concerns of
private broadcasters 'of the time. oltier public docummot deal-
big with Canadian broadcaating were.also consulted. These in-
eluded Debates of the HOnse of Commons of Canada and press

releases by government organizations dealing with broadcast -
ing. Finally, the broadcaetinit Wet ofiCanada were usekto
chail the progress of the dennuids of ilrivate broadcasters.
Additionally, interviews were conducted with members of the
Canadian Assoelation of Broadcasters and the founder of
the CTV Television Network. These" interviews illuminated
the concerne of private broadcasters and put events in the per-
spective of their times.

Comparison of those sources brought out three factors
which had,a bearing on private network demands. First, the
sovernmeof had a vision of public broadcasting it wished to-
promulgate in Canada. The C.R,B.C. and C.B.C. were the tin:.
bodiment of this*public vision of brOadcasting. The network
desires of private broadcasters ran contrary to the govern-
ment's public vision. It was not until the opinion of the'govern-
meet changed that a private network could be formed. The sec -
ond factor bearing on the situation was the outside events which
.had an impact On Canadian broadcasting, Other events inter-

. mittently caused-the government to reaffirm its position on
Canadian broadcaisting and the status of private titetworks.
ThIrdwther concerns kept private broadcasters from push-
ing exclusively for a private network. It was important for
private broadcasters to first insure their continued existence.
Then It became necessary to change the structure of Canadian
broadcasting regulation before a private network could be
formed.

I These three factors coincided in 1958 to permit the rees-
tatilishment of a private broadcasting network. If these factors
had not met at that time, it is conceivable,that a private net-
work might never have beeii reestablished,.

THE EFFECT OF PUBLIC LAW 93-107, THE SPORTS
ANTIBLACKOUT LAW; ON THE VALUE OF THE NA-
TIONAL FpOTBALL LEAGUE'S TELEVISION RIGHTS

Order No. 7916910

BLAU, Robert Tyler, Ph.D. 'Indiana University, 1979. ltilpp,

ThiS study analyzes the effect of Irublic Law 93-107, the
Sports Antiblackout Law, on the value of the National Football
League's television rigilts. Public Law 93-107, enacted by
the Congress in September, 1973, required NFL franchises
to lift the local Aelqvision blackout on home games televised
pursuant to a network contract and sold out at least seventy-
two hours in advance. The study is prompted in part by con-
tinuing congrestlional interest in sports antiblackout legistation
following the expiration of Public Law CL3-107 in December,
1975 and the NGL's subsequent commitment to abide by the
spirit of the original statute through the 1979 season.

It is hypothesized that local telecasts of sold-out horns
games have had a significant, positilre effect on the..sizo of
bothnetwork and local station audiences. It is expected fur-
ther that Public Law.,93-107 has had a significant impact on
the value of commercial time sold during NFL telecasts.
Finally, it is hypothesized that virtually all financial benefits
accruing from locally-teleilselt home games are captured by

4 the networks and subsequently passed on to the NFL ip tho '
form of higher prices paid.for the League's television rights.

Results of the analyses generally coffirm the researcher's
expectations. Specifically, analysis of local television audi-
once ratings for NFL itames indicates that the Sports



.1

Afitiblackeet paw hae bees eagigy benelicial to professional
toatball fans restangla NFL home team ttrritories. Between
103 and 1976, the legislatke required NFL clubs to locally
televise nearly one-half of all regular season and 86 percent
od all post-season games. Local telecasts of regular season
home games captured an average rating of 31.6 over the four-
'year period under consideration, while other NFL ganiee that
did not compete with a home teant's telecasts only managed i
an average rating Of l8.8. Similarly, when required to choose
between locally-televised home games and other Ntf, tele-
casts, local viewers preferred the home club by a margin of
nearly five to one.

The ai'ialysis further Indicates local telecaste have had a
posttive,' significant impact on the size of C ' national NFL
w hence and the value of commercial time old duringetat

onalnetwork's professi f0Otball 'IIC heduiv. lt(ic estimat fur-
ther that aadience gains accruing from local\ telecasts of home
games increased the vattie orthn League's telavision.rights by
an amount equivalent to 1.9 percent of the total revenues from '
all three networks, or about $2 million a year under t1ie terms
od the latest four-year contract ;which extends through the ,1901
playing venison.

While' these and related findings tend to refute the NFL's
assertion that Public Law 93-107 would undermine the (Man-
Oat vitality cd professional football, the results suggest diet "
Public Law 93-107 may have imposed substantial opportunity
costs on the League and the pay-television industry. 1,11 re-
quiring the NFL to televise sold-out home games locally, the
Congress precluded the League from marketing these televi-
sion rights to pay-television systems. That in turn has in-
hibited thilevelopment of pay-television service in major
metropolitan markets that support NFL franchises. Addi-
tionally, the ports Antiblackout Law has restricted price cOrn-
petition een the pay-television industry and the aonven-
ti elevision networks-for exhibition rights to all types of
est rtainpient programs, thereby possibly reducing the quan-
tity and diversity of televisiOn fare made available to all view-
ers through independept program producers. Furthermore, in
restricting the League"s access to pay-television subscribers,
the Congress may have inadvertently suppressed the yalue of
professional football franchises and in so doing may have in-,
hibited expansion of the NFL into markets that do nof now sup; 0
port a team. In that regard the effects of Public Law 93-107
elculd hatre run somewhat counter to its expressed purpose.

MEDIATING EFFECTS OF TELEVISION. VIOLENCE
THROUGH CURRICULUM INTERVENTION

Order No. 791400

BUIRKEL-ROTHFUSS, Nancy Louise, Ph..15. .Miehigan State
University, 1978. 206pp.

This study presented an experimental test of two instruc:
Halal modules designed to teach children to be more critical
consumers of television violence. Two global objectives pro-
vided the groundwork for development of the curriculum mod-

, mks: (1) to decrease students' liking for television violence;
arid (3) th decrease students' evosure to television violence.

Past research on mediation of the harmful effects of tele-
, visien on children focused primarily on'the role of parents.

la essence, it has been demonstrated that discussion with par-
regarding the reality of television pOrtrayals and other

Undesirable aspects of the medium can have a dramatic im-
pact on the amount and kind of learning that takes place in
front of the television screen. Unfortunately, such parental
intervention has been nither widespreaa nor consistent.

The rationale for this research study was essentially e
. pragmatic One. Given, on one hand, data indicating a positive

relationship between amount of exposure to televisibp violence 1
and perspnal,iguzton and, oskthe other hand, the paucity 01

*IIF
I

.,

parental mediation routinely prottoC an altetnati,ve medi.
alien strategy. seei ed neeesuri. At.the time ot this writing, `.

Mont stage, but vir ally no researth evidence existed whith,
several simiiar in rvention curricula %ere in' thedevelop-

either confirmed'or denied the efficacy of such an approach.
This shrdy was an exploratory ste5 in ,the directinn of formidet-
big and evaluating such a curriculum intervhntion strategy.

Modulo 1, Contbnt Real)sm, attempted .to demonstrate sthat
dramatic television does not portray a realistic image of the
world. The ultimate intent of this module was te devalue teli....:
vision as a viable Bourke of `real world* Information Mi -'
student. Module II, Dectsion-Making.-attemOtad -to guide
dents towar4 makleg conscious, criteria.ibased decisions
garding telebision vietving, The central focus of tiiis module
pvita on development of personal awareness and c6nt1101 of be-
havior regarding television.

One hundred thirty-sb/ fourth and sixth grade stUdents in ,

Haslett, Michigan, comprised the sample for the/experimontal
, study. Intact classrooms were assigned by principals to Ahree . .

experimental conditions: (1) Module I iristruction plui Mods-
ule 11 instruction; (2) Modullwinstruction only; arid (3) COlf-
trol (no instruction). Each module required five:forty-five
minute sesSions of regular clang Rine to complete.: All MAW.-
rial was presente# by an elementary teacher hires:hand trained
for the study.

Multiplelitem indices were construcWd to-measure depen- .
dent 'variables at three levels: (1) general level'vaigables, which.
could-be affected by,either Module I or Module II instruclicin;, '
(2) variables specific to Module I instruction; and (1) %Part-. '-
ables speoific to Module II instruction. .,. 't'"

All hypothesis testing took tile form of analyses of covari-
*nee using a two-group (one experimental and one control) al
two-grade ffourth and sixth) factorial design. In all, twenty-
one resdarch hyfmtlieses were tested.

Findings suggested, that neitheLmodule alone had dramatij .
inipact on etudents' attitudes andatkaflors regarding tele-
vision violence, although twenty-eight out of thirty-five .ehanges
examined were in the pásited directions. Grade level was ..

found to be an important consideration for many variables of
interest.

CROSSOWNKRSHIP AND THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS: ,'
DIVERSITY OF OPINION ON NATIONAL POLITI6AL IS
SUES Order-No. 7922115

BUSTERNA, JOhn Charles, Ph.D. The University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison, 1979'. 103pp. Supervisor: Associate Profess*
William B. Blankenburg

Federal government regulation of broadcasting has bean
greatly concerned with how concentrated media ownersht?
may affect the public interest performance of broadcast sta-

. tions. This dissertation measures,the relationship betweim.
the presence of daily newsi4er-te1evision station c rotisown-
ership in a market with the level of diversity 'of opinion on
national political issues. The market is defined as a county.
Diversity otepinion is defined in two ways: as the 'variely
(entropy) of important national issues mentimIediby reepon-,
dents In each counti, and as the variability Iiirlance)ffid Pool-
tions taken by respohaents in each 'county on a'set of ten ua-
tional issues. The presence of crossowhership is measured
dichotomously:--whether or not the county tlas a daily news-
paper whose city of publication (within the is within
the signal area Of a television statton under the me Owner-a
ship:

.

,
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,ket, defined in te,i-nus -of som4frit'orioneapiable,.%The,m2et
direct approach is to. Match midis' tO the ialget,market di-
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. . , .

,
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instructional filtike,..' .: .-
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!this study conipares direct ind indirect matching. tnce -

indirect matching.is viewed as a surrogate (or direct.niatching,
ths, quality of the'indirect matching method will,be statedln .

. terms of the degra to,which it ap'proximates kect-resuits,
The findings v ry,,bpth by method;of compitrisos, and by'

tirgst market. everthelessoi substantial lossOf efflcteMy,.
*as found in all'casei..The lose mot suffteteni,to merit eclo.3
crn regarding the predominant role of malching irr
current industrY:practice. On the other hand, the Wei was iigt
isurridient to merit -the rejection of indirect niatehing out Of'

model is developed to guide marketing AO tuesita,flear4

stretegy as it relate* to Media-market matching. This-is thin:
usej as a bails for suggesting future research.
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This study demonstrates WA afflictive hehavior in inatruc,
Menai My is not thio Sante u effective instructional behavior
hi the elosroosi. While teaelesr-ieacner interaction, Indirect-
ness, and aclwowledginginon-porsonsi judgmental .behaviors
are. associatga with classfoor learning, BIM i suiccessfiil as
a direct leaching medatm. roll.ect viewer coMmImication,, ap-
Wilma] ilatity, and" the experience of verisimilitude are mone
appropriate for tile instructional

A-418tructurt of Instructional Vim DesignwInodtil Is pro-
ItoIlad to encompass the three complex sets of variable,: Win-
atvuetional behaviors,f2) motion picture pr6a-tiction elements,
and (3) het/suasive meSsage strategies. The =Adel defines .

critical areas where tiecisions'must.be: made et the film-
maker; the present, study contributes detailed inforpation
toward

on learnitql:
tanding the ,range of film characteristics and'

their influe _

'WEI)14%, AND- THE ANIE,IltAN INTEI.I.ECFUAL
AND.C111.TUItAt. RECEPTION OF MODERN COMMUN1Cite

,:11,4R141,. 1838-1965 Order No. 7921552
. .

CZITROM, Daniel .4oseph, Ph.D. The University of Wisco'n-
stn-Aadison, 1979.: 4371)04 supervisor: 'Professor Daniel T.
Rodgers

rt"

:This disseoation Is an inquiry into the American inte llec-
Nal-history of modern co.Mmunication. It considers three

'central_questions. flow haitethe attemptspf Anierican thinkers
to comprehend the imp4st of modern.communication evolved
since' the mid-nineteenth et-ntury? How have these efforts fit

'Into the larger context of American social' thought? What has
beet), the relationship between,these ideas and chanOng corn.
munications techwhigies? The disser,tation is divided into
two parts in order te gain Iwo different angles of vision on
these questions. Part I (three chapters) analyzes the contem-
p9r4cy resNnses, including popular rt.actions, to three new
media. Part II (three chapters) considers three major tradi-

'. tions, or petcuasions, in American thought which deal with
tbe impact of modern media in toto on American life:

ThesurcessiA the first eteciric -telegraph line in 1844
opened the era of modern communication in America. The

owesome fact of inslantaneous communication caused wide-
spread speculation on the moral and spiritual meaning of the
"lightning lines, culminating in the excitement surrounding
the first Atlahtic Cable in 1858. Although it revolutionized Ole
meaning of communication the telegraiih grew into a privatck
monopoly insteadeof :1`shared public resburce. Rather than
becoming a niorarforgeln every day life thotelegraph even- -

touched mosrp'eople only indirectly through the mass
press it helped create.

Unliltei. the telegraphr-eacly motion,pictures never enjoyed
near unanimous praise. This curious anialgam of technology,
commercial anwSement, art, and spectacle was quite unset-
tling to"cultural traditionalists.- While _the, telegraph rear-

` ranged perceptions of time and space with Its instantaneous
communication of information, nmvies altered patterns of
:lettere c rented a new popular culture:,

1..Radio brofidcagling added a totally new dimensk:n to mod-
ern communication by bringing the outside world directly nto
the individual home. Wireless inspired a great-de-al of utop
speculation from the1890's throngh'the (Fatly 1920's, similar
to that which accompanied the telegraph. ,BroaCicasting began
around 1920 as essentially a marketing tool, a service designed
to sell privatelY owned receivers. The .!riumph of- commer-
eial broadcasting has tended to obscure the wide variety of
contemp6rary proposala for how radio might be organized.

.4*
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In the 1890'. a tri0 of Ameiican thinker's Pvgan the firt/,
-.1C0niprehensiv
force'in the
Dewey, 9d

.to tile sum 0

reckoning.with diodern communication as a
cial pr4esia! Cherie): if4ton Cooley, John
bert Park, ea" ascribed enormous significance

',recent advances in communications technology.
They fouused'on the future potential of the new media, wirtle-
ularly for reinforcing adiat Cooley called the "Ornery ideals"
in the face of the sOcilt1 disruptions of the late igneteenth gen-
,tury.

By die late-1930's an aggress0e.ly empirical spirit,
phasiting new amt.pic rea sing lapsophi st lc ated TVs enteh ech-
niques; chara terized the study of modern communjaMioli-In
America, e new hybrid field of ac-ommunicatihns research"

swas genera y guided by a phrase coined arcUsind 1940 by pio-
neer:;; in t e "Wh6 says what So whan and with what

`. effect." lie work of Paul F. Lazarsfeld, a keyffigure in this
--Anoveme t, is discussed in detail. The most important theo-

retical olitributionS derivtd fr on the accumulatioe of em-
pirical -tuhies downphlyedlh aact of madern conontalica-.

Two 'titan Ulinkers,Bariild Innis and darshall McLuhan,
advanced vers ins 61.-tho most holistic and radical media
theorylet.propo ndee They trpresented two wings of a body

of,spectriationvw ch located changes in communications mediiir 4fs the primium obile of thetistorlcal process. Innis elabb-
rated a theory.of ow social organization Is guided by the in-
terplay between nttial and temporal "biates" of communica-
tions media: .Mc I uhan's rater work represents the nmst
explicitly utopian I terpretaJlon of the potantial of modern
communications tech logy.

The eonchuling epilog . Insiders the dialectic of Amer-
ican media in historical perspec e.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABUS AND
RACIAL ATTITUDES TO ADOLESCENT PERCEPTIONS OF
BLACK.TELEVISION CHARACTERS Order No. 7925740

DATES, Jannette Lake, Ph.D. University of Maryland, 1979.
ll3pp. Supervisor: Dr.John Splaine

Th[Pc-obieni

Scholars and critical qbservecs of United States society
have attempted to assess the effects of televisIOn on viewers.
This assessment has become more pronounced In recent years
as the number of television viewers has multiplied and the in-
fluence of television has grown.

,There has been an increase in knowledge concerning the
viewing patterns.of children from infancy thtough adoleshence..'
Mtich has been learned about televisiun's socialization func-
tions, reality-perceptions related to television, and the gen-
eral effects of television, ferent segments of adolescent
vie*Ing2opulations.

Resfflrch indicates that pJceptIons of adolescent vievrers
show marked differences a that some of the differences are
related to demographic f tors, There are few theoretical in-
vestigations, however, that analyze and explain why these dif-
ferences exist or examine the impact of minority characters
in televlsan programs: Such investigations have not been con-
:Meted with either minswity or non-minority youngsters;

This study focuses oil the research question: 4re any dif-
ferences that exist In adolescent perceptions of black television
characters telated to differences in race, sex, socioeconomic
status, acadtmic achievement, amount of time spent Viewing'
blaeittelevisioh characters and general racial attitude?

.

,)
Methodology

The sample sutjecte were groups of students from the Bal-
timore elty Public School System who were eleventh graders
in 19784.79.` Eight public-high sehonls were used to collect data
on 207 subjects.- The subjects reflected
cent populatiqn with regard t.s sex, race,
academic achievement, telev s vtewtng4Me and racial ant-
hide.

general adoles-
oeionomic level,



,t

The stady used the Cafttorelli Aehievement Test, which
gave akudent.' me* Sehlevement4est, Ettore., a question,
naite developed by tn. lavestlipator (based on the semantic di!-

' Nvential technique), and a meamfre of gederal racial attitude
(lhe Multi-factor Racial Attitude. Inventory). Analysis of vari,-
amp and co-variance, t-tests and Fiesta yielded statistical
remits.

Ilkeblts and Conclusions

Analysis "of the data revealed: .

1) There was an inverse relationship between ieneral radii
attitudeand perceptions of black televisloainages. Young-
sters with posttive racial witud.e. tact min/ negative per-
ceptiomeof black televisibircharacters. As vtewer racial
attitudes became more positive, fewbr people believed that

O black television characters reflected reality.
1) Tre were !significant differences between black* and non-

blackilktft perceptions of bhick and non-black television
9 eharacterst -Nark viewers were the heavy viewers of black

television shows and rated black television characters more
positively than did non-blacks. Blacks believed black tele-
vision characters.represent real-life,

.3) High academic achievers had Positiee racial attitudes ae41
low aCademic achieveis had negative racial attitudes.

4 ) Thep was no signiftcant negatiVe relationship between ra-
ctarattitudes and the extent to whichstudents identified
with black television characters.

5). There were significant differences between males and fe-
. maks in their evaluative perceptions Of.black and non-black

television characters and in their perceptions of the re-
silty of black television characters.

6) There were no siinificant diffrences between low and highv'
socioeconemic status youngsters in their perceptions of
Mach television characters.

/) No significant relationsitrasoicond between academic
-achievement and evaluative perceptions.

,

THE DE,14ANI) FOR CABLE TELEVISION IN URBAN MAR-
KETS ' Order flo. 7R24613

DeKAY, Charles Frederick, Ph.D. The Johns Hopkins univer-
sity, 1979. 159pp.

Cable television is an unqualified success in rural areas and
small towns. In large urban areas, where there is substantial
competition frdin over-the-air television and other entertain-
ment sources, the sticcess of cable televis on is not so evident.
As part of an overall industry study an cro-simulation of a
cable television tirinon invest1gatioIJ1ihe demand for cable
television in large urban markets waetonducted.

A theoretical model dekcribing the demand for cable televi-
sloe was constructed besed on the work of Darfiel McFadden and

, "Kelvin Lancaster. Primary date required to test this model
were collected by in-person interviews with cable television
company representatives: The tbeervation points were man-
agement sub-areas as defined by each firm as opposed to the
iirm's service area as a whole. Two alternate specifications
cif the model were estimated and pilsented.

Predictions of penetration rites were calculated-Oing this
model and compared to predictions based en a mode-I/previously
estinieted by anOther.researcher. The use oi data dfisaggregated
to the level of managemeet area provided estimatei of citywide
penetratfon rates with substantially narrower confidence inter-vals than Possible With previously available models.

Other aspects of thecable television industry were also in-
veratigated. Model's estimating the percentage of subscribers

'with more than one connection and the percentage of' subscrib-
k.CM who disconnect amoally wore estimated.

CORRELATES 07 CIIILD(INli REEPOINSES TO Ail AF-
FECTIVE TILEVIBION AND AUNT pACKAGE DESIGNED
TO REDUCE IIIIC-1K)LE STEREOTYPING

.

NASTM4Nellarvey 'Albert, Ph.D. Ifniversity of Southern Cali-
fornia, 1979, Chairperson; Professor Frederick Williams

' ,PrOblem. This research was designed to examine sources
Of var-r-W.an in outcomes of a broadcast and print-prdgram,
called Freeetyk, aimed at retiring sex-role stgreotping
Wong fourth through sixth grade boys and girls.

Method. Stimulus materials were three half-hhor television
pilot programs incorporating different production approaches
to the project behavioral objectives, and a series of associated
print materials.

Program outcdmes consisted of-measures of liking, factual
and objective comprehension gathered through Ineitrnments ad-
ministered Immediately after Freest le activities. Data were
gethered from 1636.fourth, fift , and àlxth grade children in
four geographically separated sites.

Independent variables consisted of measures of child sex-
typed activities and attithdes as well as demographics, child
agreement with program objectives and teacher materials
ratings and agreement with objectives.

A seriee of predictive equations was constructed using the
hierarChical decompoeition method of multiple regression anal-
ysis, whirh.specifies the order of introduction of variables,in
the equation. Demographic variables Were entered first in the
equations followed by child attitude/activity scores, agreesiieeti..
with objectives, then'teacher matekials ratings and agreement
with objectives.

The primary quesilon for the research was: to what de-
gree, and with what generality across stimulus materials, are
evaluation and comprehension of affective-goal ETV materials
predicted by child demographic variables, child psychological
variables, and teacher variables?

Results. In an absolute sense, a relatively small amount of
precTiaAirpower was attributable to the combination of vari-
ables used The explained variance ranged from
slightly over f percent ta'about eighteen.percent. The pat-
terns of the resnits were more important thap their magnitude,
however. The child demographic variables performed as ex-
pected, with both sex and grade generally contributing signifi-
cant explained variance. Howevef, the attitude/activity vari-
ables consistently accounted for als much or more variance,
even after demographic-variables were entered in the equa-
tions. Especially interesting was the contribution that the
netitral bcale on the attitude/activity instrument made to the

-prediction of factual and abjectly..? comprehension.. Since this
scale was not correlated with either sex_or grade, it eeemed
to be tanping a general orientation toward socially acceptable
activities er attitudes. Teacher variables also accounted for
Significant variance, but the simple correlations of these vari-
ables with the dependent variables were often negative, making
the job'of interpretation difficult. In no case did the addition
of the nonbroadcast materials account for significant variance
in the outcome variables.

With regard to the generality of the models across the three
pilot programs, in all cases (liking, factual and objective com-
prehension) mere variance was accounted for in the first two
pilots, than the third. Even though this was the case, the pat-
terns of significant variables were virtually identical except
for magnitude.

'Discussion. Recommendations for further study included
the need for additional examinations of the role of the teacher
in the ETV process and a re-evaluation of the ways nonbroad-
cast materials are used for the enhancement oT affective-goal
television programming.

Theoretical issues centered around operationallang affec-
tive programming as a persquive environMent in a multi-.
var late corr.

1 4 -
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11114VISION AS A IOW= OF CAREER AWAffliNESS
FOR CHILDREN: EFFECTS OF SEtX AND BEE ROLE

' PREFERENCES°

EHIERSTOCK, Barbara Ann, Ph.D.. University of Southern
California, 1979. Cheirpersorr Professor Aimee Doer

. .
Problem. Television's tendency to resist depicting recent

andin-Wni. changes in the divi,sion of liibor between the sexes
may create a dilemma for young peoplbowholhemselves at-
tribute potency to the medillm as a source of Informattolriabout

,..the different roles available id men and womon'in our society.
The present study examined two concerps of particular impor-e

%twice to evaluating the potency of television's role as a source .
of careenawareness:, the esitent to which children's own sex
rolcorientation affects their reference to television for infor-
matien to help them structure their social reality of the world

, of work, and their acceptance of televised counter-stereotypi-
cal characters as sex rote models. ,

Method. The first phase of the research focused 6n sex
roliTillie;ences presticted for childien's referente to tele-
vieion about occupational information while the secolui exam=
teed sex role differences in their accejance of .televised
counter-stereotypical role portrkyals. In the later phase,
respondents viewed stimului material designed' to diminish
sex role stereotyping effects among children in the upper-
elementary grades, and then aniwered questions about their
acceptance of the characters as behavioral models. The sam-

. ple included 289 4th-, 5thZ, and tith-graders from differing
ethnic backgroends representative of Los Angelee County.
Basedion the Bem Sex Role inventory, children were divided
into four psychological sex role categories: masculifie, tem-

, thine, androgynous, -and undifferentiated. peference to tele-
vision was the extent to which children say they find out about
different roles men and women hold from the medium. Ac-
ceptanz of televised counter-stereotypical role portrayalswa,s e ninea ttetioth male and female character identifica-
tion and liking. ultivartate analysis of variance was used to
assess child stx role differences in reference to television for-
occupational information, and multiple regression analysis was
used to detect. similar daferencers in theie counter-stereotypi-
cal iharacter acceptance. Follow7up tests were also per-
formed. .

.
Results: In general, the results indicated that reference to

teliaiiirr for occupational information and acceptance of coun-
ter-stereotypical career!related role portrayals varies ac-.
cording to y given child's sex role disposition. Somewhat con-
trary to what was expected, androgynous childreaturned out
tO be as likely as were feminine children and more likely-than
eere'masculine children to refer to television, and as or less
accepting of counter-stereotypical role portrayals than were s
femleine children but more accepting than were masculine- ...1

children. As expected, children,with traditional masculine-
and feminine sex roles-referred to television equally as much
tor occupa.tionaljlnformation. Differences in biological sex
were not found t be important la children's reference to tele-
vision 'but were important, in their acceptance of counter-
stereotypical characters, with bo-ys and girls each hiore ac-
cepting et characters of their own sex. In addition, children's
tendency to refer to other sources for occupational ihformation
was included in the an yses in order to better understand sex
tele differences nent to young people's acquisition of

,

careerawareness. .

. Discussion, the present findings are interpreted within a
sex rose learningcontext. ,ltwas concluded that the continued

"INdstence of outmOded occupatictnal stereotypes on television
tO more of a hindiance tor developing career awarenees among

Insisruline-oriented children than ammig feminine or androgy-
nous children bilcause of maaculine children's more rigid ad-
herence to traditional sex role standards as opposed to the
(rester sex role latitude androgyncius and feminine children
saw themselves. For much the same reasons, television's
potential effectiveness as a factOlitator of career awareness
was found to be greater for androgynous and feminjne children
than for masculine children. The implications of television's
current and potential role as a source of career awareness for
young viewers are discussed,selative to other/environmental
souree to which they may refer for such information. 46
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FIVE 'FY ES OF DEPARTMENTS
WHICH GRANT THE BACH; R'S DEGREE WITH A
MAJOR EMPHASIS IN TELEC MUNICATION: RADIO-
TELEVISION -FILM Order No, 7924415 ,

SWORE, Garland Craft, Pb.D. Ohiopniversity 1979; 192pp.
Director-of Dissertation: Ray E. Wagner

This ftudy byplor?s the relationship between adpilfirettra-
iive orgeldzation and telecommuni6ations curricula. Twelve

1. research hypotheses are fdVmulated fb detesmine if selected
' characteristics differ betleen departments of broadleathlg,

cdiffintulication, journalism, mass cemeninicleton, and speech.
Characteristics comparecrinclude telecommunications phi-
losophy, nuviber of courses offered and required, faculty quali-
fications, investments made in facilitles,and equipment, num-
ber of student majors, grants-in-aid awards, and, advanced
degree programs availability.

, Date were obtained bv means of a questionnaire. The sam-
ple included every four-year college'or university in the HA-
which offers a bachelor's degree with a non-technical major
emphasis in teleconaunications as determined bY the Broad-
cast Education Aseoelation. Two hundred nine departments
were identified, of which 131 (62,7 percent) responded to the
survey. Either the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of vari-
ance for independent samples or the CM-square test for indp:
pendent samples was used to determine if discrepancies found -

^between types of departments were significant. Additional

statistics were applied to reveal direction and magnitude of
differences.,

The following results and conclusions are among the most
important.

1. There are no significant differences in the outcome db-
jectives which five types of departments articulate as govern-
ing their telecommunications curricula. Departments of every
type'say that then concern tor professional skills training le
balanced by the value they attribute to a liberal arts education.
Preparation for careers'in broadcasting,-often including film-
making, is the primary perpose of the curriculum In the ma-
jority of schools.

-2. At least one type of department differs significantly in
the number of acadentic,credit hours it requires in telecom-
munications for the bachelor's degree. Broadcastingdepart- ,

. ments require the greatest mean'. Journalism departments
require the lowest. In general those departments which offer
more credits in telecommunications require more credits in
telecommunications.

3. There is a significant difference among the types of
departme!its in the number of professors devoting full-time
to telecommunications, but therel is no differendb in the num-
ber devoting only part-time. The highest degrees earned by
the full-time faculty differs in at least one type'of department.
The proportion of faculty with the doctorate ranges from a low
of 31 percent in journalism departments to a high of 61'per-
cent In speech. Years teaching experience of the full-time fac-
ulty is highest in broadcasting aii'd speech departments and
lowest in comeunication and mass communication depart-
ments, No sign-Meant differences exist in the number of years
experience in related industry occupations. Neither are there
differences in the proportion of the full-time faculty active in
any of three types of on-going professional development: con-
sulting, interning, and media associatioris.

4. Dollars invested in facilities and equipment differ sig-
nificantly. Broadcasting departments invest a mean of almost

,$1.1 million, about twice that of the nett highest meat'. Speech
'mad mass communication departments invest the least, with
means of $310,000 and $225,000 respectively.

5. The totyl number of undergraduates majoring in tele-
communications in the departments of this survey is almost
22,000. The numbers differ significantly by department type.
Broadcasting has the highest keen (356) and mass communica-
tion has the next highest (223). Commueication (155), speech
(134), and journalism (83) follow. The faculty-student ratio Ii
highest in mass communication and broadcasting deparrtments...
Interestingly, a smaller proportion of the'students reported to
be telecoMmunfcations majors in mass communication and
broadcasting departments actually grathiate with this degree.
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Ir.*Telecommunleationts edited** continues to grow rap-

idly. By comparing tile findings of tills study with,early re-
port*, it appears that much of the growth has been during the
last decade. draduate programs areyincreaslog tn number as
Irrell. Almost half of thokdepartmentO surVeyed)grant the Mao-
ter'sciegree with a major emphasis fik teloconimunicationa
These proportions do not vary significantly by department type,

At.

PUBLIC ACCESS CABLE TELEVISION IN NEW YORK CITY:
1971-75 Order No. 7918887

KNOB, J. Clive, III, Ph.D. The University of Wisconsin-
Madison, 1979. 182pp. Supervisor: Professor Lawrence W.
Lichty

...
Public access cable..television debuted in New.York City on

July 1, 1971. Studibs since:then have focused on parts of th,e
. wos experienee. This study; however, attempted a com-

plete description of the NYC public cc... channel!, including:
a) history of cable television and t public access channels in
lorIC, b).access producers, c) acc.4 audiences, d) analysis

of aces.. Content and e) a pilot stu
Hon variables.

The history of cable televiiion and ptkblic access in NYC
VW researched from documents and Journals in the archives
of the Eloard.of Estimate, the franchisineauthority for the City
of New York. Additional material was developed from inter-
views with entrepreneur interested in operating CATV sys-

,temain the City and with 'iv officials responsible for CATV.
decisionmaking. The re arch disclosed that CATV in Man-
hattan developed from the precedent of closed circuit cable
service to hotels dating batik to 1961'. Three factors influ-
enced the development of public access: a) Fred Friendly egg-
tested the rudiments of the access concept in a 1968 report to

,,, the Board of -Estimate, b) City officials, seeking the best pos-
sible franchise contracts for the City, issued limited constots
to operate CATV syhtems between 1965-70, and c) CAT)/ op-
erators were reluclantkto abandon their investments made dur-
ing the consent period because of thcoccess requirement in
the 1970 franchises. e

A questionnaire administered by phone to180 public ac-
cess producers, formed the basis for the producer data: Throe
groups of producers emerged: a) experimental artints, b) per-
formers interested in show-casing their talents, and c) com-
vitted citizens hopeful of addressing a specific audience. The
factors of age, race, ptior television experience and television
program preferences were found to be significant.

A survey during the years of 1974-75 generated 640 cabli
subscribers and 640 non-subscribers as the audience sample.
Cable districts ware weighted according to cable penetAtion
and a,stratifiediirandom sample was drawn for each of the sur-
vey years. Cab e subscribers and non-subscribers did not
manifest different attitudes, perceptions or audience behavior.
The sample's attitudes toward access were negative: 65% re-
sponded that access programming would not help solve com-
rnunity or personal problems. ThOmpression was that access,
shows were boring and.did not satisfy the needs of the audience.

The access contedt analysis utilized a sampling of four
weeks of access programing cablecast during each of the
survey years for all access channels .in Manhattan: a total of
1,365 hours and 42 minutes of programming watched. Access
programming cablecast filled 49% of the time available for such
programming. Non-duplicated programmipg constittited four
and one-hall hours on each of the four access channels daily.
Categories related to the purposive and propOsitional &men-
eking of access content were used to classify content segments:
Oft of the content observed was obscure and ambiguous and
could not be attributed to propositional or purposive dimen-
sions. A stylistic analysis revealed that most programs Wcire
ghat with a sinkle camera and lacked editing and audio andiideo
effects,

testing arcees pr.oduc-

i
. . IN ,

The 'theories otallsell And gr, atificationa literature and
symbolic interactioNsm were applied to NYC.public access
as possible explanations for producer ami audlenee behavior.
Ae an ethpirlcal test, the Pilot study showed a small audience
two versions of the sametelevision program. Findings ihdi-
cated that program style rather than program content wer I.
more effectkve in engaging an audiencje. The.imp ation ors*

logue and social change when contentfollows the mo tratil-
that public access functions best di a means of co mnity dia-

Hood conventions governing television production style.
Maly, it wjis suggesled that the heterogeneous charactpr

f NYC affectedlhe development aixi utilization of public AC -))ess in A unique manner and tipit further research tould re-
veal if NYC public access le a comparable model for tther
commtulities.

TOWARD A GALBRA1THIAN 'VIEW OF THE mE11141 IN-
DUSTRY*: AN ANALYTICAL MODEL

FAY, James'Patd, ph.n. University of Southern C.allfornia,
1978. Chairman: Professor McGregor

4

Harold Innis studied virtually the entire panorama of com-
munications media and concluded that the content of each me-dium - stone catving, clay writing, papyrus, movable type,
etc. - was largely a product of the technology used to produce
messages. The question arises, then, whether it la possible to
find a common technology used by all the various contemporary
mass media and to characterize those media in terms of their
common technology. Since the mass media are almost invari-
ably and completely industries, it follows that their common
technology must be industrial technology. the purpose of thestudy, then, was to construct a technological model of modern
mass media and test the applicability of that 'model 'to the me-dium of film,

The Model. The model was based on thte description of in-
dustrial technology offered in John Kenneth Galbraith's The New\ Industrial State. The model is in no way intended to be T-47---tense of Galbraith's politics or economic grescrlptions; it isbased cin the conviction that the description offered by Galbraithreflects the consensus view of students of technology and ad-ministration.

The components of industrial technology comprise the firstvariable of the model.
The second variable of the model suggests that the indus-

trial system functIons, not in accordance with the wishes ofindividuals, but according to the requirements of the compo-' nents of the technology.
The third variable contends that the goal of the industrial

syStem is to eliminate or reduce uncertainty and thereby to
propagate itself and grow.

The fourth variable suggests that the values emphasized inthe course of the functioning of an industrial aystem are not theindlvidual-centered values of the Protestant ethic, but the'or-
ganization-centered values of people who are involved in orasbire to be involved,in the administration of industrial sys-tems. This set of values is referred to as middle-class vetoes.These four variables could be thought of as a linear modelIn that 'nal variable gives risoto the succeeding variable.
The model, however, seemg to be inadequate simply becauseit is a liner modeL The values emphasized by the media af-fect the environment in which the components of the technologyexist. In other words, the model should be a circular one inwhich the middle-class values of the fourth variable give riseto the components of industrial technology of the first variable.

This circular model, too, is inadequate in that it suggests
the media function in a social and cultural vacuum when, in fact,the media must function in conjunction with the systems of busi-ness, government, education, and so on. The media can be
understood as one aspect of a much larger amalgam of indus-trial systems which make up what Galbraith calls the industrial
state. The model must therefore be expanded to show the rela-
tionship between the other industrial systems.
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, 6pplicability of the Model to gie F)lnj !Omni,. The model
. .

.0We a reasonably g expienation of the chang i. in film pro-
duction methods an the Aim factory system gave way to the

- Industrialised studio system. As'thg compohents of industrial-
technology were more widely employed, the persona invobledja
preduction vere forced to function less as indtduilit and more
Ilal technician". The tudios sought to eliminate uncertainty -
Lthrotigh vertipal integration md it was this vertickl integration
%at 'ilroduced the mkt celebrated fenkures of "Hollywood." A.
production was industrialialed, WS movies came to react the
111111t riliddle-Crlass-vahle rather than the Protesta%

. .

COORIENTATION IN Tint NETWOIIK TELEVIKON NEWS-
PROCESSING SYSTEM: COVERAGE OF THE UNITED STAVES
HOUSE QF REPRESENTATIVES Order No. 7920117

FOOTE, Joe Stephen, MD. Ttai University of Texan at Austin,
979. 314pp. Supervisor: Jorge Reina Schement v 4
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. iMany studies ha inined the individual behavior of re-

porters and public officials but few have considered the insti-tutional roles of newsprocesqors, newsgatherers and tiewe '
sources simultaueously and systemically using a quaMitative
method. This study employs a cootlinlation model hiSehich re-
spondents (members of the U.S. Rouse of Representatives, net-
work correspondents assigned to the House, and network eye-ning news executive producers) give not only their,own atptudes
about .notwork television coverage, of the House buts their predic-
tions of the other groupi' attitudes as well, pcoviding agree- .
inept, accuracy and congruency measures between cnorienting
groups in the newsprocessing system.

In the early 1970's the House of Representatives discovered
that its ability to communicate with the American people and to
inspire confidence in its policies was waning. The House, abet-ted by the networks, held hearings and passed legjslation baselfifon the premise that its own organizational change could in easethe low level of network television congressional exposur . This
atudy, however, found that congressmen, .viewing coverage as
Inadequate, superficial and negativistic, expressed no great op-timism that either increasing the networks' access to congres-sional proceedings sr improving House members' communica-
tions skills would make a substantial difference in the level of
network television exposure. A sizeable minority of congress-men bellevid that network congressional coverage would remain
the same regardless of what the House does to ienprove it.

Concerning lierceptions of iletwork Issues coverage, agree-
ment between congressmen Ind network resk)ondents was ex-trmely low. A. to what should have received the most cover-
age, however, agreement was high. Network respondents
perceived this agreement but congressmen did not. Network
producers and correspondents predicted the attitudes of the
Other groupslar better than congressmen, who badly misjudged
the responses of network employees. Intra-group agreement
among executive producers was exceptionally high, reinforcing
the stereotype that the networks present a singulaeplcture of
world events each night on the evening news.

Network newsprocessing eoutInes appear to discriminate
against congressional issues which require1n7depth,riong-term
coverege and do not always conform to the rigidities lif the net-
work news format. Correspondents saw little incentive y) seek
Out complicated issues which went beyond the producer& rep-
rtoire of legitimized story lines or upset the status quo. The
plowmen of orpniaational constraints Implies that nefwork
television news does not sccUrately mirror the activities of theNow of Representatives on the evening news but presnnts a

distorted, fragmented picture of its activities, Rued upon
*Me fliteilnp, Institutional change appears more applicable to
the television networks than to the House of Reptegentatives.

JOINT O(X)DS, PUBLIC 0001)8 AND TELECCIMMUNICA-
TIONS: A CASE STUDY OF 'THE ALASKAN TELEPHONE
SYSTEM Order No. 708112

Goimscnivinvr, Douglas Daniel, Ph,D.University of Pennsyl-'
yenta, 1979. 521pp. Supervisor: Dr.. G orge GOlimer

While cons/iderable atte ion has been gi to the technical
characteristics of telecommunications syst litth shift
has been devoted te Ole .unique attributes,of telecomtuunical
Bons systems as media-of cômreunicatieu anli'as elaborate
technical networks which require extensive communications
'among their produccirg. Uhdeystan ing these attributes is itn-portiO in order to asdore ttuff tele ommunications services
efficiently meet pocietel requiremen for co unenicationi.

'This dissertation explores these attr es of telecommuni-
cetions systems through two theoretical considerations: (1) tele;
communication systemp as economic goods whose value cannot
be fully realized by a4 pgrtictilloar consamer but whicli benefit
society i generel.. Thie characteristic is knOwn in eeonomics
as a public gdod: and (2)`telecommunication'e systems as joint
goods. .That is, asgeocis that are collectively supplied by gseries, of prodecergewough a network.

These characteristics are explored through a case study
of the structure, operations, and social effects of.the Alaskim
telephone system: Alaska's telephone system is relatively
new, and is undergoing vast expansion as the state undergoes
rapid population and economic growth. Thus, while ten yearsago only the major populf,Ition areas of the state had telephone
service, iiveryarillap wit)i a population over twenty-five had
telephone' service by 1978. The rapid development and expandsicm a this telephone system allows an examination of how the
introduction of telephone service can change social develop-
ment ahd allows the examination of the evolution of contractual
relations arnong the firms in the Alaskan telephone industry.

The public goods properties of telecommunkations are de--
scribed le a number of remote Arctic villages and contrasted
with the types of public goods provided in urban areas. In par-ticolar, common social benefits in health, education and eco-nomic development are 'noted. The implications of the publicgoOds for telecommunications orgalization, regulation and
pricing are discussed In detail.

Given that Alaska's telephone service is provided by twenty-
one separate exchange,carriers and one long-lines carrier,
telephony's joint properties are studied through the cOntractual
and bargaining relations among the carriers. These relations
are examined in two areas: division of toll costs and revenues
betweln exchange and long-lines carriers, and the engineeringV

of network telephone service. In both cases, substantial asym-metries in bargaining power were found among the members
of the industry. The origins and dynamics of these asym-
metries, particularly in regard to the organisation of the indi-vidual carriers, were studied. These problems in the indus-try's collective 'organization are shown to adversely affect
both the supply of Communications services and of certsin
public goods.

The political and legal dimensions of the public and joint
properties of Alaskan telephony are discussed through a series
of case studies of the interactions of the Alaska Governor's
Office, the Alaska,Public Utilities Commission and the Fed-
eral Communications Commission with the telephone indubtry,
oVer the provision of satellite and Feral telephone service to
Alaska, the structure of the long-lines carrier, and the struc-
ture of interstate rates and revenues. It Is argued that the
public and joint properties of telephone service require

pupolbiltal intervention to safeguard the, interests of the

Finally, a series of policy alternatives are Outlined to ad-
dress the specific problems la the contracting process by
changing the bargaining ppsitions of the participants through
changes both in the organization of particular firms, industry-
wide organizations, and public regulation. These alternatived
are directed,at both promoting IndustriAl efficiency and the
production of certain public goods Seen as desirable within
Alaska. The political-economic dimensions-of these ifiterna-
tives are emphasized in terms of the roles of various govern-

;ment agencies in influencing the future structure and action:
Of the Alaskan telephone industry.



TIM MASS MEDIA AND PRESIDENTIAL POPULARITY
Order No. 7917237

HAIGHT, Timothy Robi eon; Ph.D. Stanford University, 1979,
293pp. t

The importaiwe of predicting the level of presidential pope-`
Wit/ with the pubile lies not only in revealing the tlynatnics-of
Anerliu blIc optnidh but also in the fact tNat the President's
poppleiltOnfluences his ability to implement his programs.

Th present study examines the periodfrom the beginning
of the Kennedy Administration to the end of Gerald Ford's term
of office. The dependent variables are thepereentages of ap:
provel mid dleapproval of the President's job pertohilance, as
measured by responses to the Gallup Poll question, 'Do you
appreve or distipprove of (the,incumbetit's) handling of his job
es President?*

Thrbe variables are created to predict Variation in approval
and dleapproval: a 'cumulative news" variable based on a con-
tent analysis of the most important story each day----taktin either
from the front page of the New York-Timee or from abstracts
of the evening television network news programs; a "television
appearance? vailableentade up of the number of times each
day the President makes a ,jelevision appearance other than on
a regularly scheduled news program; and an early term' .

dummy variable declining re ularly from a value of six at the
beginning of a presideet's t rtn of office to zero after six
months and remaining at zero ereafter:

These threevariables pccoun foit ,.64 of the variation In
the level of approval of the President's job performanee for
the national sample of respondents over the Kennedy-Ford pe-
riod. They also explain 71 percent of the variation in dis-
approval.

In addition to examining the responses of a sample of the
adult population, the behavior of subgrbups of the sample iden-
tifying themselves as Republicans, Demoerats or Independents
Is reviewed.

The cumulative news variable is found to be a strong pre-
dictor of popularity for all but one presidential term, and in
that case anomalies of the term explain the discrepancy. Tele-
vision appearmices appear to be a weak but consistent influ-
ence, reaching significance only under President Johnson, or
when very large numbers of polls are studied. Thnearly term
variable la effective only whop large numbers of Democrats
and Independents grant initial apprpval to a Republican presi-
dent and then rapidly desert him. The variable works inere-
verse under Democratic presidents.

The theoretical importance of the etunulative news variable
lies in Its basis in information-averaging theory. The imPli-.
cations of its success for a general theory of public opinion
are discussed.

A STUDY TO ASSESS THE EFFECTS OF A TELEVISION-
PROGRAM WHICH ENFORCES POSITIVE- IMAGES OF THE
ELDERLY ON THE PUBLIC'S IMAGE OF THE ELDERLY

Order No. 7920851

HART, Garrett Stephen, Ph.D. University of Massachusetts,
1979. 121pp. Director: Professor Maurice Shelby

The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of a tele-
vision program which enforced positive images of the elderly
on the public's image of the elderly. The concern for the etudy
grew out of the finding from The. National Council on Aging's
report The Myth and Reality of Agins in Anierica that whtle the
public 65 and over saw. Resents" being as bright and alek, as,

,open-minded and,adaptable, and as good at getting things done
as the public 18-64, the tptal.public did not feel that way at all.

Employing the theoretical.notion of cognitive consistency
-all the underpinnings of the study it was hypothesized that indi-
vtdulla who held a Keutral or negative prier image about elderly
peciple and watched a television program which.presented peal-
tiveltperceived images of the elderly woulddemonstrate sig-
n ificant positive shifts in their image, while individuals who
held a positive prior image would not demonstrate aignificant
positive shiftsin their image.

4.
els

1

The review Of the lltersturs Suggested three descriptive
hypotheses. These were that Vary viewing of.prime-time tele-
irialon wOuld coi-rtlate with niitive attitudeelowards the el-
derly as well as toward the way the elderly are portrayed' on
television, and regular viewing of programs which presented
positlye portrayals of the elderly would correlate with positive
attitudes toward or images-of the elderly alid positive attitudei
towards the way the elderly ikee presented on television.

Six hintdred and twelve people from the greater Los Angeles
area participated in the study in which a Pretest-Posttest Con-
trol Group desigirwas utilized. Three hundred and eight,people
functioned as the Treatment group on Evening land (hroe hun-
dred and four people functioned as the Control Vroup on Eve-
n ing II. All critical-variables were held constant across the
two nights, while the program variable_was manipulated. Thh
Treatment group saw "the Art of Aging," which is an award-
winning program that focuises on positive portrayals of lite el-
derlY while the Control group viewed an unaired episode of
"PleaseStand py".which had no eISCrly characters and no con-
tent related to the elderly.

The ,findings of the study supported the three experimental
hypoiheses, Individuals who hold a positive priorimage did not
shift significantly, while individuals with either neuteal or nes-
ative prior image did significantly shift in a positive direction.

Of the three descriptive hypdtheses, one was suppdrted; fre-
-...,,zent viewers Of prdgrams which enforced positive images of

e elderly demonstrated positive attitUdes towards the elderly
in general and towards the way the elderly are presented on
television. The two oth.Or descriptive hypotheses were not sup-
ported: In fact, the findings were in direct opposition to the
hypotheses; 1.e.,heavy prime-timelriewers had measurable
posi4ve attitudes toward the elderly as they are portrayed on
television and measurable positive attitudes towardsthe elderly.

The overall pi=hich emerged from thorie findings was:
1) Cognitive consis theory was able to predict and explain

,0 shifts or movement in,in vidual's perceptions who saw a pro-
gram which euforced posit ve images of the elderly; 2) Content
analysis Was seen to be an inadequate and possibly misleading
research approach to deterniine the impact Of televisiOn's por-s
trayal of the elderly on the public's perception of the elderly
if employed in the absence of effects research; and 3) A tele-
vision program which enforced positively perceived portrayals
of the elderly could positively influence people wheheld a prior
neutral or negative image of the elderly.

TELEVISION-NEWSPAPER CREDIBILITY: AN Exipti-
,MENTAL STUDY Order No, 7918453

HAYS, Robert Earl, II, Ed.D: East Texas State University,
1979, 92pp. Advitier: Dr. Robert Titus

v.

Furpose of the Study: The purpose of this research was to
examine whether college subjects, when put in a laboratory-
type testing situation, would pick newspapers or television as
being the most credible. Np other available study has focused

-upon the measure of credibility through a laboratory technique.
"Also, since much of the research'in credibility of newspapers
and television indicateiwa biasing factor, this research Was
needed to help eliminate this spetial-leterest bias.

,Prooedure:. 'Five hypotheses were generated and three
groups of college students' were'studied to test these hypoth-
eses. The students included a group of broadcast majors, a
groue of print majors, and a group of non-broadcast-non-print
majors. These groups were divided into two sub-groupsone
half of each group recetving a television stimulus first and a
newgpaper stimulus second, and the other one half rqeviying a
newspaper stimulus first and a television stimulus second.
The newspaper stimulus was the front page of a daily news-'
paper, while the television stimulus was a videotepe of a
ulated newscast. Following the administration of the stimuli,
students were tested on a fourteen-item test. Seven items on

-the test contained Itemit of conflicting informationone agree-
ing with the newspaper account and. one agreeing,with the tele-
vision account. In ,compiling the d404 aflsyPers only to those
questions involving conflicting hiformatj44ere used in order
to rank the subjects as either televiskeHevers or news-
paper believers. Seven chi-squaresthree for goodness otfit
ind four for independentewere used to make statistical com-
parisons.



0

mong college priM m re, n statistically sig-
difterence Was famed Is Ike n mber a letting news-

papers its the most erodible awl lbe ilimb.r selecting televi-
. sloe as the most credible' when confftctng reports were

A. presented. Amine the broadcast majors, 1 statiatically Mg-
sifibentdifference was found in the number selecting news-
papers over televtaion.as the most credible. Among non-media
-Majors, no statietically significent difference was found in the
number selectingtelevision as the mold crldible and the nuniL
ber ettlectinN newspapers as the most credible. No significant

' relationship was foupd between the sivquence bf receivind the
WisPoper/tIevision reports *pal. the choice Of which medium
was thtt most credible. A, stattikcally edgnificant difference
was found In th2 number of kOrsub)ects selecting either tele-
vision or newsttpe re as the most credible..

Conclusions: Generally, the conclusions drawn iron this *
study are in 'agreement,with the muttivariate research which

, p s that studies can be planted to shOw whi'chever me-
dirroene desires to be the input credible. Althqugh, in overall
credibility, newspapers were found to be the sigilificant choice
among all combined subjects, the level of significancextre not
great enough to support claims that newspapers are far in
front ot teleVision in believability among'college students. Cer-

f tainly,.claims that' television out-ranks newspapers as the moht
believable medium among college students by a two-to-one
margin were not supported by this study.. A surprising find-
ing was the significantly higher number.pf broadcast majors
choosing newspapers over television as the most credible me-
dium. ?From this, the conclusion may be made that broadcast
majors do not feel that their own medium is very credible.
That the sequence of the media presented does not affect
choice of believability among college students may also be

,econcludett. Finally, Me results of this study lead tb the con-
elusion that one should week out bias in credibility studies be-
fore making any far-reaching implications from them.

THE EFFECT OF DIALECT ON THE PERSUASIVENESS OF
A RADIO ADVERTISEMENT Order No. 7914145

HERMANN, Peter Waye, Ph.D. University of Houston, 1978.
125pp.

An after-014y experiment was conducted to determine the .

ffeet of dialect in a radio adVertisement. Adult females of
differing .Social olass heard either a standard English, or a
Texas South.:rn dialect version of a radio advertisement. A fac-
torial design was used to analyze differences between the two
advertisements on the following set of variables: comprehen-
sion, c redibi lity, attituile, and purchase intention. Standard
English was 'found to be more effective for the entire set of
variables. Social class was found to have no.significant effect
on either the entire set- of variables or any individual variable.
Covariates for chronological age, age when first moving to
Texas or the-South, and time lived in Texas or the South were
found to have-no significant effect on the set of irariables, al-
though increasing chronological age was significantly related
to a more'positive attitude towards the product advertised. The
findings of a path analysis of a causal flow between the vari-
ables were in)ceeping with the literature on luw commitment
product adoption.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE DONAHUE'' SHOW FROM 1967 TO
1978 Order No. 7916720

HOFACKER, Kristine Heidi, Ph.D. The University of Michigan,
1979, 255pp7 Chairman: Henry Austin

This study chronicles the growth of the syndicated *Donahue"
television series, anal)tsee technical and conceptual developt-
mints, and calculates the 'resulting effect upon program con-
tent. The purpose of this shicly is to isolate those factors which
contributed to the 1DonahUe show's unique qualities as a tele-
Visien talk show.. Analysis revealed that the combination of
three Significant characteristics made the series unique: in-
depth, hour-lcog treatments of one topic; daytime program-,
Min directed to the women at home; and full-fledged communi-
*anon between qUest, host, and studio audience.

A

r
The "Donahue° phew began as °The Phil Donahue Shoe in

D'ayton, Ohio in 1947. By 0711 it was syndicated in over 140
television markets in the United State* and had receivsei numer-
ous awards, including national.Emmys, for'the nature of its
programming and the abilities of its host, Phil Donahue. How
and why the program made the progression from being a locraf
daytime *how in Daytoe, Ohio to'becorning thlt most successful
daytime talk show in the United Staten in 1970 le explored in
the studY.

Several procedurpe,werb emplomi to discover the back-
ib ground and to analyze the programming of theseries. The

first wan an examination of popular literature'abotit the pro-
gram and host la order.to ascertain the Intrude pi both in the
public mind. TheSecond was a'rellance cm the tecords and,
recollections of persons.associated withal! aspticte of the show.
Finally, an impression of the studio audience was obtained
through the administration of n survey questionnaire.

The research revealed that ten eRecific aspects of the pro-
g -Including technical, admloist rative, and creative cbmpo-
nents--contributed most significantly to its development 1).The
program was begun in a small market. 2) Expert,program di-
rection gave the show an unusually attractive visual appear-

/
ance. 3) Women functioned in key staff positions. 4) The pro-
gram devekoped a bicycle network of syndication. 5) Taped
broadeasts maintained previous high ratings. 6) The Donahue
shqw had a secure contract system with individual statir&7) NII Donahue's background was as a reporter/journanif
8) ldè,tification of Phil Donahue:'himself, increased in promo-
tions. ). Percentages of program content changed with the .
times, ) The 'Donahue" staff directed much attention to the
live studio udience.

Tho document concludes that the devel4ment of the ten sig-
nificant propertitls contributed to.the success of the series, and
the evolution of the *Donkhue" show.'s unique contributions to
the television talk show,

PATTERNS OF SEQUENCE, REpUQTION, FIELD SIZE AND
DIRECTIONALITY IN THE EDITED FILMS OF WHITE MALE
ADOLESCENTS Osder No. 7914966

HOWELL, David James, Ph.D. The University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel Hill, 1970. 118pp. Supervisor': R. SterlingHennis

This study addressed the following general qUestion: Arethere commonalities in film editing within a clearly defined

g--sequence, rfduction, field stizeand directionality.
4 npop aon? The study investigated four components of filmedi
Eleven white male adolescentp constituted the population ofthe study. Participants were given an opportunity to arrange

ten scrambled shots into whatever order they desired, to
any of the ten shots, and to remove any of the tenshots. After each subject had completed his editing cliolces

the reseircher spliced the film for the subject and projected- it onto the screen for the subject to Bee and re-arrange if heso desired.
It was found that subjects (1) arranged their scrambled

Shots into a linear forinat, (2) elimnimiated visual redundancies
in the shots, (3) evidenced preferences for Close-ups over
long shots, and (4) were aware of the conventions of commer-
cial filmmaking.

One of the points the study makes is the need for schools
to work toward developing students into critical consumers of
both pant and nonprint media. It provides guidelines for the
use of 'similar studies with subjects as film Manipulators In

, anthropological and sociological research. When the results
of large-scale replication yield identificalion of visual univer-
sals, then succeeding research studies can focus on lIfsual
dialects.

94143



MAIN MEDIA EXPOSURE AND INDIVIDUAL POLITICAL
ACTIVITY , Order N. 7919469

.--
1.

JACKSÔN-BEECK, Marilyn, Ph.D. ,UnivtireitY of Penney ivania,
1979. 209pp. Supervisor: Charles R. Wright

-
The dissertation examinis the joint frequencrof mass media

exposioill and political actiyity whIle controlling for twelve re-
spondent characteristics, as follows: se; rate, age, location,
marital.ststus, family stracture, family income, wor,k force

\ alatus, education, pereelved social class, political beliefs, and
politicigi affiliation. All respondents Were classified also ac-
cording to amount of daily media coesumption: (1) heavy news-
paper reading and light televikion viewing, (2) heavy newspaper
yeading combined with heavy television viewing, (3) light news-

,-paper reading and light television viewing, and (4) light news-
'paper reading Ind heavy television viewihg.

Data came front four national surveys, conducted by the Na-
tional Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, and the
Center for Political Studiei, University of Michigan. By means
of those data, it was possible.to relate political activity and
media exposure in election and off-year contexts (1974;1975,

eccordi o respondent har-
1976, iind 1977). Due to large santple it was also as-
sible to partitien the data bases
acteristica. Specifically, the four, surveys Inc d 974
American National Election Study, the 1975 General Social Sur-
vey, the 1976 American National Election Study, and the 1977
General Social Survey.

Key Indicators of political activity include votineturnout in
the 1972, 1974, and 1976 elections; campaign activity in the
1974 and 1976 ell:talons: attempted interpersonal. influence;
political opinion expression, in writing or in person, to edit4T-
and politicians; and membership in political and quasi-political
groups. In total, there were thirteen activity measures derived
from $3 separate items distributed amongst the/our surveys
apitlyzed. -

Analysis was conducted in light of conflicting perspectives
on the relationship between media exposure and the incidence
off political activity. The first perspective is that mass media
exposure stimulates political activity. The second perspective,
current today and thirty years ago, is that heavy media expo-
arl depresses political activity. The third perspective is neu-
tral, asserting that the relationship between media exposure
and political activity is unpredictable.

The study found, among other things, that heavy exposure to
newspapers was positively associated with frequency of pont-
Mal activity, particularly when newspaper.reading was accom-
panied by heavy television viewing. Ths lowest frequenCy off
political activity \I>as found among respondents least expoeed to'

newspapers and television. These relationships were not sub.,
stantially modified when analysis considered respondent char-
acteristics expected to he important en theoretical grounds.

.11

LOCAL CHURCH USE OF CABLE TELEVISION: Kt4 EVAL-
UATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED EXAMPLES

Order No. 7916741

JURNEY, Larry Louis, Ph.D. The University of Michigan,
1979. 294pp. Chairman: Henry Austin .

Religiouslroups spend millions of dollars annually Pladuc-
ing and telecasting specials, weekly series, spot announcements.,
anVpulilic'servicm programming. The growth of the cabfe tele-
visipn industry' has produced an imenediate need for programs
to-fil the available time on cable's many channels. Local

'ohurc es arm taking advantage of the available( cable time by,
provi ing programs on the sable's local-origination channel or
by programming an entirechannel which has been leased from
the cable company. The use of cable television by the local
church gives rise to the following questions. Demi the cable
system provide the pecessary diversity for access by 'all inter*
cited local churches? Why do local churches become televi-.'
sion production centers? What attitude and behavioral changes
do the churches desire of the people in their communities?
What programming is used to accomplish these changes? What
concepts do the church leaders hold about a television ministry?
Whai financial and personnel commitments are required to
make use of local cable ayst ns? What approaches to cable
usage ire most prevalent? Why do churohes choose ode op- '

proach over another? Undes w 4 conditions do churches judge
their television ministries to be successful?

In order to obtain the necessary information to evaluate the
use of Cable kilevision by local churches in light of the nine.
questions listed above, on-site examinations. of four Churches

ith cable teldvision ministries were conducted. The churches
were. RedwoodChapel Community Church in Castro Valley,
California, the first church to operate an entire cable channel;
Darby'Drive Church of Christ in Flortnce, Alabama, an early
purchaser of time on a cable'channel or locally produceepro-
(ramming; 6race Presbyterian Church in Peoria, Illinois, op-
erator`of the first color leased channel; and Skyline Church
of Christ in Jackson, Tennessee, a church currently involved
ip television lirograin prodUction for use at pre-selected times

11on local cable syste . The examinatton of the churches and
their cable televisio ministries included a general introduction b
to the community, the cable system, and the churfh; a brief
hifitory of the church's television ministry; a description and
evaluation of the purposes of the ministry as related to audience
Sehavioral changes 'and the impact on the church; the relation-
ship of the television ministry to oth r ministries of the chureh;
thi general description of the televi ion ministry: the coagee- .
(ational,i4apport of the television nistry; and the strengths
and weaknesses of,cable usage. The evaltmtion of thg telatision
ministrt was accomplished through numerous personal inter-
views, n-site visits, and an analysis of programs produced by
the chu chefs. From this information, a generalized example
of current practice in cable television ministries was developed.
Then, the strengths and weaknesses o( the use of the cable sys-
tem by the local 'church were identified in light of the nine

questions identified earlier. Finally, recommendations belied
on the pneralised example were presented. 4 -

Local churches are often using cable televisiona medium
used to leach segments of th% population with specific prO-
grams--to reach the muses. Consequently, there is a, lack of_,-

between the purposes and the medium. Churches '
sully have not formalized their purposes. They rely on in-

formal feedback rather than scientific surveys in determiRing
their perceived level of success in meeting their goals. This
lack of scientific evaluation, however, does not lead the church
into an unrestrained emphasis on teleeielon. The nature of the
local ehurch with Rs many ministries addressing a variety of
needs keeps the church from becoming infatuated with televi-
sion.



'OVER EASY': A CRITICAL CASE STUDY OF TliE EVAL-
UATION OF A GOAL-DIRECTED TELEVISION PROGRAM

Order No. 7918038

auctoAN, Carol A. V., Ph.D. Ohio University, 1979. 308pp,
Director of Dtesertiatiqn: Charles E. Clift 111

The purpose of the dissertition is the development and test-
s ilia 91 Conceptual and methodoliiiical guidelines.f,or the evalua-

tion of goal-directed" or "purposive' television programs
targeted to a home viewing audience., For the purpose of this
dissertation, putposive programs are defined as television
programs specifically designed,to effect social change, that is,
to bring about desired cognitive, affective and/or behavioral
changes among viewers, The dissertation focuses on Unique
research requirements for evaluating the effectiveness of such
social interventions attempted vie television.

The dissertation developed conceptual and methodological

kuidelittes for the evaluation of goal-directed or purposive
television programs intended for home viewing. The guide-
lines were developed through a synthesis of two relevant liter-
att4es, the general evaluation research literature, and repre-
sentative evaluations of goal-directed television programs.
The-three categories of guidelines which were developed coy-
enid; overill evaluation planning, conceptualization of the re-
search design, and methodological considerations in the eval-
uation of purposive television programs.
11 Following the development of these, researth guidelines for
evaluating goal-directed television programs, the dissertation
presented the case study of 'Over Easy,' a purposive tele-
vision program which was comprehensively evaluated by the
Corporation for Public proadcasting, with the author serving
as senior project director. The "Over Easy' programbwas
intended toyreach older viewers with information, advice and
motivationll messages relevant to their needs, interests and .
lifestyles. In 1978, the program was comprehensively eval-
uated to assess its effectiveness in achieving iti stated objec-
tives. With five separate evaluation studies, the research ex-
amined: (1) the demographics, lifestyle and attitudes of 'Over
Easy' viewers, (2) national levels of awareness of the pro-'
gram, .(3) the program's ability to transfer purposive Mes-
sages, (4) its effects on social service utilization by older
persons, and (5) the tecifinical quality of the program's pro-
ductien.
. Finally, the dissertation applied the research guidelines

propelled for evaluating purposive television progkams thhe
'Over EasOkresearch, This3nalysis was undertaken to as-
ses the value, practicability and coniprehensiveness of the
guidelines, and to e'xamine the strengths and weaknesses of
the 'Over Easy' research,

Findings and conclusions emphasize the criticality of early
evaluation planning stages, in which research sponsors and
evaluators must analyze the nature of the televised interven-
tion and operationally define Its goal states. It explores the
uniquely private, *viewer-controlled and nonatandardized as-
pects of social change efforts administered through televisiOn.
It also emphasizes the importance of modelling the total inter,
vention process and designing an evaluation sensitive to the
varieties of social impact a purposive televiaion program
might achieve. Finally, implications for future research are

.drawn, analyzing our needs for basic research on television
Viewing processes and effects, and the deveropment of theory
and research methods tailored to the specifics of televised
Intervention.

TELEVISION, NEWSPAPERS,' AND THE BASES OE CHOICE
IN AMERICAN 1,11ESIDENTIAL ELECTioNs

order No,,7935937
-

/C1PfETER, Charles .Sfott, Ph.D. The University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel HIV, 1979. 233pp. Supervisor: James W.
Prbthro

Over the past thirty years, political !scientists have docu- 1,-mented change in the criteria, voters apply in choosing sprelli-
dlohtlal candidate. This research Attempts to determine in what
ways television as a medium of political information' may'be

.tresponsible for this change.
.

Voter decision,making has become more candidate-oriented.
Both the character of the candidate and what he stands for have
become more important, while partisan attitudes have become
less relevant. In both thenews and candidate spot advertising,
television is thought to have contrIlnited`to this change by trkint-
miffing information about candidates to a large and socially
diverse audience. In the absence of such information, voters
may be more dependent upon traditional bases of evaluation
such as a candidate's party or group affiliation, "`

The data for this study are from seven presidential elec-
tion surveys conducted by the Center for Political Studies of
the University of Michigan. A multiple regression candidate
choice model was employed to Iftentlfy changes in voter criteria
over time and differences betvieen medin-use groups. The
mein components of the model were status, party identification, 444:
attitudes toward,parties, issues, and two types of candidate
characteristics: "televisual" (e.g. sincerity, look4 speaking
ability) and "non-televisual' (e.g. government experience).

. While,party identification has remained quite important
since 1952, attitudes toward parties have become nearly,br-
relevant to the vote. The importince of hustles has grown some-
what. But candidate characteristicsespicially those of the
nelevisual' sort--have shown the largest incieases diolog the
period studied.

For each election except 1972, the sample was divided sic- 1-
cording to which medium respondent's depended on most for
political Information. The impdrtance of each coinponent of
the model for'iath media use group was compared. As !mit
might expect, issues are more important for newspaper read-
ers than for those who depend upon television, but,the differ-
ence; are surprisingly small. Televisual candidate character-
iMics are mprse important fbr the television group than tor the
newspaper group. This has been true only since 1964. Changes

,
ip the association of media use and voter criteria between
l966 and 1964 correspond with changes in the content and form
of political television during that period.

The results of the study suggest that changes in the types
and amount of Information available to citizens abotit candi-
dates can affect the w y iri which4citizens decide how to vote.
Although the televisi n image must necessarily be a biased
one, television permi s voters to judge candidates as people,
and not just as representatives of parties or social groups.
This tontributes to the decline of party, and the rise of #phem-
eral, candidate-oriented politics. Attention to candidate per-
sonality is desirable, but Rerlflips not at the expense of other
modes of choice.

1
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DITIKIRATION AND ATTEMPTED INTEGRATION BETWEEN
THE MOTION PICTURE AND 'TELEVISION INDUSTRIES
2111ROUGH 1958 Order No, 7924422

LAWN, Allan David, Ph.D. Ohio University, 1979. 302pp.
Director of plemertation: Dr. Joseph Berman

7c-e
, The study traces the history of the relationships between
the motion picture and television industries from the earliest

I Isar. gt television through 1958, a mar which saw th;) final
pkttetne of tutors Integration between the Apo industries es- e.

Sow aspects of lechpical integratioo, such as those
in the. fields olimotIon ptcture sound aryl theater television, are.
discussed, but contkentration is on integration and attempted
integration inovheiship And programming. The focus is on
the actions of the large established motion picture companies,
bm mention is made of smaller comrtnies and independent
television film production companies as they affected over-all.
patterns of integration. Special attentioo is giveu.in the study
to the development of the Paramount television 'empire," tlie
development and demise of theater television, the ABC-United
Paramount Theater merger, purchase of R1c0 by General Tele-
rado, and economic and legal considerations as they relate to
the derived conclusions.'

A number.of original letters, reports, etc. from Broadcast
Pioneer! Library, the Mass Communications History Center of

'the State Historical Sotiety of Wisconsin, andthe Margaret
Herrick Library of the Motion Picture Academy of Arts and
Sciences were used to ald in the interpretation of the Integra
don process. Most information, however, was derived from
sources of original reportage. Issue-by-issue searches w
madelhrough such publications as Variety, Broadc nd
Radio Dail -Television Daily for the years under consi era-
t on. Sscondary sources were used sparingly and primarily to
provide information for contextual frameworks.

The major conclusicos of the study are:
1. Motion picture companiee were among the first to recog-

nis the potential of television and attempted early to establish
'a measure of ownership in that induistry. Attempted large-
scale ownership in radio could have provided the motion plc -
tars companies entree to a dominant position in television own-
rship, but such efforts were stymied by tactics of the powers
of the radio broadcasting industry, the effects of the Depres-
sion, and a preoccupation with conversion to sound in motion
pictures. In various stages of the development of television,
motion picture coMpanies tried,unsuccessfUlly to achieve a
measure of control through purchkse of interest in small tele-
vision companies and applications for large numbers of tele-

_

vision stations. The lack of success in this effort was con-
Muted to by a large number of factors, The principal factors
were dominance of television bY the radio broadcasting powers,
the five-station ownership limitation imposed by the FCC, post-
war ooniusion over technical standards and revenue possibili-
ties, the television 'freeze* of 1948-1952, the Paramount de-
cree 'which weakened the motion picture production companies
financially and introduced an antitrust question into the quern
tor television ownership, and hope for the future of theater
television.

2. Motion picture companies Were more hesitant in the pro-
cess of integrating themselves with television in the area of
prnnamming. Based on their experiences In their relation-
*hip with radio, they sought maximum control in the issue of
programming the new medium. Early efforts in producing com-
mercials, neWsreels and some entertainment programs indi-
cate that It vias not a matter of motion picture companies re-
facing tO recognize the existence' of the competing medium.
Neither was a need for income the sole reason for the ultimate
°capitulation* of the motion picture industry In regards to pro(-
Whig progranuning for television. instead, a desire to achieie
maximum advantage in its relationship with television was the
controlling factor in the matter. When the major studios fl-
sally began producing films for television and releasing the-

--atrileal features to television on a large scale, such factors al
:1. the promotional value of made-for-television films,the de-"

etteased value of theatrical reissues, the sale of RKO and its
film library to a broadcasting company, and increasing prices
beim paid for.film product were ingportant considerations in
Sikh *editions.

74",:

THE CHILLING EFFECT OF A WHITE ROUSE ANTI-MEDIA
ASSAULT ON pournc-AL COMMENTARY IN NETWOltE
TELEVEION NEWS PROGRAMS: COM PAEON "OF NEWS
PAPER AND TELEVISION VIGOROUSNESS DURING THE
NIXON ADMINWTRATION Order No. 7924001

LASHNER, Marilyn Auerbach, Ph.D. Temple Univirsity,
54 I pp. z ,

DorInglhe period of the Nixon Administratlin, an anti-
media assault was initiated by the White House.Yor the pur-
pose of manipulating newe coverage in the media. The extent
to which the White Rouse was able to succeed in its goal wall
the central concern of thls study. Research focureed-on eWS *
papers and television which, as the donlintint media of the Asper-
icon press, have enjoyed different levels of First Amendment
protection. By legislative and judicial decision, broadcasting
has been denied the level of independence traditionally accorded
the printed press. While the printed press functions under
laissez-faire policy steeped tn libertarian theory, broadcast-
ing policy, Etnctioning under social responsibility theory, has
been coustructed in terms of the public-trustee principle which .
involves government licensing, public interest oilligations on
the part trf the broadcaster, and government oversight% In the
belief that television suffers an inherent vulnerability because
of the regulatory policy under whickit functions, this study
hypothe.sized: 1) that television was less vigorous than news-
papers, particularly in the area of government criticism; and
2) that, unlike neWspaptrs, televiaion was intimidated by the
White House Anti-media Assault into.chilling the vigorousness
of its political commentary.
, A questionnaire survey was used to quantify the 'White;
House Anti-media Assault' and content analysis to quantify
comparative vigorousness of broadcast and print journalism."

For the survey,, a chronology of, 359 media and media-related
events:initiated by the government during the Nixon' period was
circulated to a panel of media executives contemporary with
the Nixon Administration. These executives,rated each event
along a nine,-point scale where °V reprer4nted perception that
the event was free of direct or indirect pnti-media effort ema-
nating from the White House and where "1" through "8' rep.,-'.resented perceptfon of some degree of White House Intent
discredit, harass, int imidate or manipulate the media. Sum-
maries based on these ratings generated an Index of White
HousiAnti-medla Assault for each of the 23 quarters of the
Nixon period,

Using random samples or comnitentary from network tele-
vision news programs and nationally syn,dicated political col-,
tynns in newspapers, the content analysis procedures were
designed to. meesure- *vigorousness' which was defined in
terms of `uninhibited, robust and wide-open' debate on public
issues--the standard skrticulated by the Supreme Court as the
purpose of the First Amendment. Through procedures oper-
ationalizing each of the five concepts in the standard, mea-
sures of vigorousness were generated for a category scheme
of major, minor and non-issues where major issuelt was sub-
dOlded into Federal Government, Nixon Administeation, do-
mestic problems and Watergate.

Data analysis revealed television's timidity vis-a-vis news-
papers acrosp all subject matter categories generally and in
major issues particularly. Television was consistently more
bland than newspapers in all discussions on government, Mit In
discussions of the President and of Watergate, television'is
blunted vigorousness was especially in evidence. Correlation
analysis revealed that as the White House anti-media assault
became more severer television became increasingly', less vig-
orous in commentary regarding the White House while news-
papers Itecame increasingly more vigorous in that category.

These findings were interpreted as evidence of the chilling
effect of White House pressure on television political commen-
tary. As surely as it occurred during the Nixon period, it could
occur again because broadcisting regulatory policy provides
an environment in which television is vulnerable to govern-
ment maniptilation.

. t.*
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ittVill FLOW ll'ETWEEN THE UNITED STATifeAND
Order' No. 79183et

LERNO, Univerpity of Minnesota, 1979.

Debate over the controvetsial free Und balanced/low 'of
isformatioe ac rods national boundaries, with its yarious polit-
ical, economic, social and cultural impligations, has gone on
for six years and is still unresolved. Vihe Third World devel-
opment programs are Jeopardized bectusa of *preludiced, un-
irilly or Inaccurate reporting" by the Western globaliid news
agencies. They therefore denounced the existing international.
ftews flow and sought to establish a 'new world information
order* which they claimed is "unbiased, compreheneive, ads- .

quMe and lust.* The Western news agencies, however, either,
denied the charges flatly or suspecled and criticize& thednew
world informationordee as an excuse by the develdbing Third'
World nations to influence or control freedom of express yri
within their national boundaries.

This dissertation attempts to participate in the searciefor
hard data which hopefully could substantiate or disprove irome
of the claimii\and allegatiohs nations use against each other.

Pr
The present study seeks to examine the whole process of newt
flow between the United States and Asia, including examinati
of the flow in both directions to the American and Asian news-
papers -- the end users of theWestern global news agencies'
product. It also reviews the six-year debate.

United Press international's (UPI) news wire between the
United States and Asia was chosen as the carrier of the inter-
national news flow. Thus, ,sire copies filed between the two
continents during two seven-day periods in August, 1977 were
examined. In addition, six la. and six Asian newspapers were
'selected for analysis of the end use of the wire stories from
UPI as well as all other globaLagencies.

Two study periods -- from Aug. 1 through Aug. 7 and from
Aug. 24 through Aug. 30 7- were chosen to coincide with two
predicted news events -- one U.S.-related and one Asian -- to
see 11 UPI employed different editorial practices toward U.S.
and Asian news reporting and dissemination.

The finding's showed that the imbalance in news flow be-
twen the United States and Asia is confirmed, with the amount
of Asia-bound U.S. news about four times as much as the U.S.-
bound Asian news. The fact that more and more developing
Third World countries are establishing their national news
agencies indicates that they are no longer passive recipients
of information from the Western news agencies. The frequent
allegaVon that the Western news agencies are biased against
the Third World rountries is not too well founded because
more stories covered, written ind disseminated by these news
agencies were °unfavorable° to the United States than to the
developing nations. It seems the only subetantiated complaint
is that the-Western sews agencies, in reporting the developing
countries, were found to report more seniational news of ten-
sion or violence Than the development news.whiehthe develop-
ing nations are so eager to tell the worlditbeut.

In addition, the research findipgs showed that news diaper-
SIM in Asia was not narrow or scant. Japan was indeed a
major news center in Asia, which filed about 25 ptqcent of all

lent was from 10 other Asian el g.countries. The find.:
the Asian news to North the remainIng 75 per-

kepi also showed that the Asian newspapers had much more
apace for U.S. news than their American counterparts had for
Adria news. The large nurnber of U.S. sports stories (22%)
that were filed to Asia appears to substantiate and juetify the
!repent complaint from the Third World nations that Western
global news agencies supplied them with news irrelevant to
their culture, their social environment and their economic de-
velopment needs.

373pp.
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HUMAN REPLAY: A 'THEORY OF THE EVOLUTION OF
MEDIA . Order No. 79111152

LEVINSON,- Paul,.Ph.D. -New York Universit, 1979. 354pp.
Chairman: Prqfessor Neil Postman .

Although much has been written about bow artificial media '.
Infl dance and even direct our lives, few people have inquired
as to how Media themselves change, agd whet role humansmay .
play in disecting that change, Seveeal recent developments:
indeed, suggest a definitespattern to media 'change, a pattern
in which human direction figures very prbminently. Television,
for example, has chingedk.from black-and-white to color; the
telephone has all but supplanted the telegraph; mupic record- .
Inge aro increasingly played through multiple rather than single
spea ra. When one consideri that humans in the natural or
°pre technological' state see in colors rather than black-aod-
white), speak in Ooices rather than Morse code, usually hear
sounds emanating from a variety of sources rather than a sin-
gle source, the pattern of media change becomes fairly clear:
media are evolving, not toloore artificial toxins, but to repro-
duction of human or e'pre-technologicar fame of communica-
tion. .

The study attempts to develop this observation foto a general
theory of media evolution, that describes, etlains, and predicts
the evolution of media. The-methods entail examinatioe of :
previous thinking about the nature and evolution of media, and %.
an examination of the developMent of media themselves.

Although few theorists have examined the relationship 01
media and human communication systems in depth, partial rec-
ognition of the increasingly human pattern of technologidal com-
munication has been made by a variety of observers, in a vi-
riety of times and places. Victorian novelist Samuel 'Butler
was one of the first to suggest that technologies are, in effect,
artificial limbs or organs, which function as extensions of the
human system. Psychologist Sigmund Freud pointed out that
humans use thlir technological extensions to become apros-
theticm gods, in fulfillment of fundamental human desires.
Marshall McLuhan, who has Perhaps probed media more deeply
than anyone to date, actually anticipates the present thesis in
his suggestion that electronic media are retrieving the commu-
nication environments of primitive, tribal societies. .

.The evidence of media evolution appears to confirm the the-
sis of the study. Photography, for example; even in its initially
motionless, speechless, colorless state, provided a more lit-
ral replication of the real world than both the printed word
and all but the most true-to-life, colored painting. And with
the siddition of motion, sound; and color, and the subsequent
attainment of immediacy through television, and even the third
dimension through helography, the technologicoilephrceptiobef
the' world through lenses and microphones has become ever
more like the human 'perception of the world througKeyes ind
OR rs.

From these and similar examples, the study abstracts an
ovetriding Pprinciple of media evolution: namely, that media
survive based on how well they replicate a human mode ol corn-

, Munication. Poor replicators, like telegraph and silent merles,
tend to disappear; better replicators, such as telephone and .
°talkies,* sorvive until a more complete replicator is inventod.
In effe media seem to evolve in a barwinlenvlike process al
natural Jçlection, with humans acting as the selectors: Such a

' model is upPorted by the work of philosopher Karl Popper% who
suggeststat all products of human mentalities evolve in a
Darwin -like pattern. '

From the application of this principle and its corollaries,
predictions of future mottle are mad -- the moat strildag of

which suggests Am humans will sOmeday be Instantaneously
transported across vast distance., as the acts of teansportation
sad communication are reunited, Should such a development he
feared? Probably not; for the stady concludes that we need
have no less control over our Midst advanced technologies than
we do over our primitive technologies like the window, which
ie controlled by merely pulling down the window shade..

.
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STORY FILMS: CRITERIA -TOR T R USE 110 THE EARLY
csimptioco LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM

Order No, 79i3631

MAREdEK, Miriam Amu, Ed.D..Columbla University Teach-
era .Co liege, 971C. 160pp Sponsor: Protetnior Gary Griffin

This thesis presents story films as a distinct visual
for m, closely related to picture story books but uniquely
.ated by film makers. I story film is a'unIque art form which
communicates a story both visually and)fudibly. Story films
Inay be baited entirely op books, develWd simultaneously in
both media, o5 produced from-original ecripts, The aiithor
uses examples drawn from the work of three film maliers,
and examines and compares the ledividual artistifi and philo;
sophical approach of each in the film productiun Tf stories.
The author is convinced of the importance of story films, no!
only in the enrichment of the language arts curriculum, but
also in helping childrento be More aelective and responsive
In watching the television prIttains so commonly passively
aocepted.

In the second part of the thesis, the author presents cri-
tria for story films, setting up standards for aesthetically
valid and educationally valuable story films for children. These
criteria are targeted for classroom teachers rather than for
film critics, and their practical uses are illustrated in a thor -
ough review of three outstanding story films. The introduction
and Integration of story films in the language.arts program is

, examined, including children's responses to.film storiec-,and
the possibility of creative "shooting" of simple film stories by
children themselves. Following a summary., there are recom-
mendations for further exploration and research.

AN INTERPRETIVE COMMUNICATION STUDY OF IMAGES
AND ROLES OF WOMEN IN SELECTED SITUATION COME-
DIES FROM 1950 TO 1975

NO SENSE OF PLACE: A THEORY ON THE IMPACT OF .
p.ECTRONIC MEDIA .ON SOCIAL STRUCTt AND Br-
BAVIOR- j r No. 7918858

MEYROWITZ, Joshua, Ph.p. New York University, 1979.
333pp. Chairman: Professor Christine Nystrom

.

MEEHAN, Mani Marjorie, Ph.D. University of Southern Cali-
forinia, 1979. Chairman: Professor Edward M. Bodaken

The study represented an analysisof the social and personal
characteristics and behaviors of predominant female figures in
top-rated televiAlon situation comedies from 1950 to 1975. The
purpose of the. study was to compile adlntensive, longitudinal
data base from which to interpret roles and images of women,
as communicated in popular situation comedies.

The sample consisted of five, top-rated television situation
comedies which were representative of each five-year period
from 1950 to 1975. The programs chosen as sample data were:
I Love Lucy (1950-1955); The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
(355-1960); The Dick Van pylte Show. (1960-1965); Bewitched,
(1965-1970); All in the Famlly11970-1975). Several episodes
of each show were selected and these episodes were taped or
filmed for frequent reference.

The findings revealed three comic types evident in the sit-,
uation comedies. They were characterized as: the clown, the
comedian, and the wit. The comic images were not unique to
women characters In situation 'ioniedies.

.1mages of.women found in the selected sidation comedies
represented a view of women which was consistent with fe-
male Stereotypes evident in other television formats. Womeic
were portrayed as; domestic, immature, intuitive, vixtuous,
manipulative, romantic, supernatural.: .

Images of female roles portrayed in the selected situation
comedies represented stereotypic portrayals, as well. The
primary role depicted for women was that of housewife. There
were few occupational roles other than housewife presented in
the sample programs.

The.study thus documented a stereotypic presentation of
women in popular situation comedies over a period of twenty-
five years. Beginning with Lucy Ricardo and continuing through .
Edith Bunker, women were portrayed as domestic and imma-
tur on prime time comedies. In contrast to the changing social
and economic conditions of the times, situation comedies re-
mained remarkably consistent in their porerayal of female
characters and comic themes.

The study Preterits a theory .on the impact of. electronic
". nied on the per ormance of social rolep. The thri\st of the-

thed y is the deecription of a mechanism, or process, through
which elect(onic'medik affect social structure and tiblpivior. ft'
is.argued that electronic media greatly iffect behavior by re- ,
structuring the social contexts found in a print-oriented society.

The study is essentially deductive In nature. First, the re-
lationship among contends, behavior, and media is explorod.
Principles developed by sociologists to explore the relationship
between contexts and face-to-face behavior are reworked to
analyze the types of environments creatri by media. iSocial
contexts* are redefined as "information systeml%" and princi-
ples originally' developed to describe the workings of a static
social struCture are Adapted to predict the behavioral outcome
of structural change.

Electronic media and print media are then compared along
three dimensions relevant to the structure of information sys-
tems. These media,are compared in terms of their relative
tendenCy to a) integrate or segregate information systems,
b) present formal or informal messages, and c) foster thwre-
lationship between soeial contexts and physical places. It is
conbluded that electronic metika tend to merge many formerly
distinct social contexts and to'Undermine the once strong rela-
tionship between social "place" and physical glacp.

The remainder of the stmly explores the impact of such
changes on the performance of sociaP roles. Three broad cate-
gories Of roles are considered: group identity, socialization,
and hierarchy. Each of these role categori!s is explored in
terms of the informationi-flow patterns that characterize it.
Then the previous analysis of the effecti of changing contexts
on behavior is combined with the analysis of the effects of elec-
tronic media on contexts in order to predict the impact of elec-
tronic media on traditional conceptions of group identity, so-
cializatidn, and hierarchy. It is argued that electronic media
lead to a blurring of ifroup identities, a merging of different
stages of socialization, and a flattening out of hierarchy.
A number of recent social phenomena are analyzed,as part of
this discussion including the 1960's protest movement, the rise
of hundreds of "minorities," the prison reform movement, the
decline of the convent, the rise of consumerism and of malprac-
tice suits, changes in union bargaining rituals and in interna-
tional diplomatic styles, alternative living arrangements, and
the 'death awareness movement." It is suggested that many
recent and seemingly chaotic social changes are actually the
result of "natural" and 'orderly" adjustments in behavior to
match newpatterns of information flow. A primary purpoSe of
this analysis is the delineation of a single process throughwhich
electronic media affect a broad spectrum of social behavior.

The general discussion of the impact of electronic media
on social roles is-followed by a more detailed analysis of spe-
cific roles in each category. The effects of electronic media
on the roles of women (group identity), children (pocialization),
end national political leaders (hierarchy) are explored. It Is .
suggested that the rice of the women's liberation movement, the
development of tiers cOnceptions of children and childhood, and

the decline of the political hero can all be analysed in relation
to the new social contexts created by electronic media.

.080
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4 BISPIENCE RESEARCK ton PUBLIC TELEVISION:
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH Oider No. 7912888

MiLLER, Janice James, Ph.D. The University, of Iowa, 1978.
201pp. Supervisor: Professear Albert D. Talbott

Public television has a mandate to reach wide and varied
audiences. It has oftid been criticized as a medium for the
with, white, intellectually elite. The standardp of diversity
sad excellence which are specifically mentioned in the Public.

'4 Broadcasting Act.of 1957 have been interpretedeto, mean that
public televisiod-hku responsibility to provide programming
listreke which is an Zternative to commercial TV and which
ought to reach both general audiences and smaller interest
kroups. Growing pressure is placed 'upon the medium to pro-
vide some form of broadly based general service to justify
funds allocated at both the state and fetieral levels. TMs re-.
sponsibility has been given the force of law through the FCC's
recent ruling that public broadcasters undergo the sanie pe-
'Iodic ascertainment proceedings as commercial broad-
caster's do..

Thii dissertation attempts to aid public televlsion in its
. task of determining programming strategies designed to appeal

to the widest possible base. This study concerns itself not ,

onlj, with the present PTV viewers; but also with persons who
do not watch PTV, including some who watch little or no TV
at all. The untapped audiences are ones which public televi-
sion feels compelled to serve. In specific, this dissertation
presents a small-scale, prototypical field study which could
be used by public television to explore its present and potential

. audiences.
Existing approaches taaudience research have experienced

a disarming tendency for viewers to say they prefer to see cer-
tain types of programs; and yet, when given the opportunity to
watch them, they may elect to watch very different kinsis of
programs. This is particularly true regarding programming
of an 'educational* nature. Some researchers conclude that
ex:premed progliam preferences have little to do with actual

:The discrepancy appears to be based on thelailure
of such studies to recognize the relationship between the 'self
and overt behavior:

Q-hlethodologY was employed in the study in the form of a
',ries of indiv,idual case studies. This approach was devel-
oped by Williarft Stephbnson to specifically permit identifica-
tion of the self in specific contexts. Confined to Iowa, this
research attempted to define some of the audiences found in
the Iowa City4rea of the Iowa Public Broadcasting Network.
Twenty resPOndents were intensively studied 'and were selected
according to the Thompson Schema. This approach calls for
representation of a variety 'Of community-groups with differing
degrees of interest in the public issue under study, *itch as
public television.

All Q-data were submitted to factor analysis. Four audi-
ence types emerged: PTV Audience---!huite satisfied with PTV
am currently offered; CTV Audience--want TV to be relaxing
and entertaining, qualities they find in coMmercial TV; Dis-
criminating Audienceinterested in ptograms with light, but
definite intellectual chall410es, make decisions based on con-
tent and lot whether offered by CTV or PTV, feel PTV should
have broad cultural and educational value; Elitist Audience--
shoe very little interest in all TV, prefer serious PTV pro-. grams of a traditional artistic and elitist ptyle (serious drama,
dince anddmhsic), believe .PTV should be a truly Alternative
medium afering only programa unavailable elsewhere.

The hierarchy of programs accepted and rejected byeach
. andrence type provided insights into its self referent pattern

. viewing preferences. This information can then be utilized
ay public television programmers in designingsprogratmming
strategies hopefully attractive to the vatious kinds of audiences,

eYNDICA4N OF rourr-oun TELEVIBIOil PROGRAM-
, MINO: ITS DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATUS

Order No. 7924425

MOORE, Barbara Ann, Ph.D. Ohio University,1979. 297pp.
Director of-Dtssertatton: Dr. Roderick D. Itightmire .

4.

The development Of the syndication of first-run television
programming Is traced from its beginning to the. 1971-1978
season. Emphasis is placed on the continuleg probrem of com-
petition from the throe networks --ABC , CBS, and NBC. The
Prime Time Access Rule and the other attempts by the Fed-
eral Communications Comtnissy to solve this problem ere-
also discussed. To see how effective the'rule has been., the
current practices in buying and selling access programe are
described.

A historical-desciiptive approach is-used to tell diaw the
syndication indUstry and the access rule evolved...miTo
the present statud of the syndication industry, interviews were
conducted with station personnel who select programmirig
with representatives of companies involved In syndicatlosi4

Syndication began in the 1930s when radio was just bee
Ingo mass medium. Almost from the beginning, syndidettire\
coati:a:bled that the networks competed unfairly. Despite probN
lems,,the syndication industry survived due to Its ability to \
serve advertisers who did not want a complete network line-up
and unaffiliated stations who needed programming. irhen the
television industry became estahliehed in the late fortieb; syn-
dicators began offering filmed programs. Since at that time;
networks concentrated on live programming and niece not 411
major markets were connected to the networks, some syndi-
cated serjes were successful. But In the mid fifties, networks,
which had started using film regularly, and Major movie stu-
dios began'selling their properties to stations. The syndica-
tion hidustry dOuld not meet the competition. As a retain, syn-
dicated programming almost disappeared from the prime-time
hours of 7:30 to11:00 P.M. (ET).

The complaints of the syndicators ibout-the networks' dom*-
ination did not pass unnoticed. Congressional committees held

'hearings, and the Department of Justice threatened to inves-
tigate the networks. The FCC reacted with several mild rules.
Finally in 1970, the commission adopted the Prime Time Ac-
cess Rule, which limited the networks to providing three hours
of programming between-7:00 and 11:00 P.M. (ET) and force
divestiture of their domestic syndication arms. Responding
to pressure from broadcasters and suggestions from-the courts,
the FCC revised the rule twice and ended up with a version
much like the first..

Despite the commission:a actions, the economic structure
of the syndication industry renutined unchanged. The budget
for production tended tp be low, and the quality of most-series
was inferior to the networks' offerings. During the first year
of the rule, the FCC granted So many waivers and seemed io
indecisive that innovative access programming was discour-
aged. By the third version of the rule, a pattern had been set;,
game shows 'predominated with Etrue-life" nature series com-
ing in second. Several exceptions to these formats have ap-
peared, and some syndicators are hopeful that a network-
quality access program is possible.

Production does not begin until some ot the affiliates in the
ten biggest markets have expressed an interest in purchasfng
the series. These stations provide a high pereentage of the
revenues and exercise a strong influence over syndication.
The typical first-rim syndicated series is financed b pria-
ducers, distributors, stations, advertieers, agencies, or a com-
bination of sources..

Usually the decision.as to which program to buy is made by
station management in conjunction with the programming de-
partmynt. The choice is based on a number et factors includ-
ing programming strategy., The process of selling aeris be-
gins in January in the major markets and la usually finished
by the end of the National Association of Television Program
Executives Convention. The price paid for a Series deponds

,
on the competitiveness of the market:, the appeal of the pro-
gram for advertisers.and viewers, anci the, bargOning skills of
the buyer and Seller.

Unless new methody of distributiOn are found or station
management develops a new philosophy toward access pro-

rt grarnming, the first-rUn syndicated program will remain sec-
ond class in quality. Neverthelgss, the conclusion is that the
syndication industry needs and deserves the protection pro-
Witted by the Prime Tinfe Access Rule.

"*"... .3



Tit ROLE OF .CCIST AND FUNCTION IN THE fEFFEC/1111
TIVIWESS OF;$13ECIALT.Y. ADV1CHTi81NG

.
Order No. 7927048'

-

ONUNI4WO, Chrtitopher Anaso DOnface, Phi). The Univ.-T*0y
Of TemIlpsee, 1919. 128pp, Maw ,Profteisors: Daniel 3,
Bagley, Herbert it Howard

The purposes of this study were to determine (1) iPidclud-Ii advertishal specialtiel in a direct mill pieee.significantly
increased responne to the message of the mail, (2) if reo,eiving
specialties cauged.mOre infltees. to attend a conference than
did Invitatione alone, (3i if more expensive snet;inities WOO
,more persuasive than less expensiVe ones, (4) if,two-funclion
ispecialties wore mOre persuasive ihan one-function special,.

and,(5) if the effect of-specialties was higher on male or
female subjecti, higher on sublects workini in one occupation
rather than another, and Mgt& on subjects with positive prior
attitude than those with neutral or negative atatodes.

File hundred. adults were randomly selected fOr a con-
trolled field experiment. The adults were men and,women in
the _state of Tennessee whose jobs involved training, counsel-
ing, or hiring of youth in the state: They were invited to a
three-day conference to discuss problems related to their re-
sponMbilities. Data on response to message were ebliected in
the form of completed and returned attitude questionnaire de-
signed for this study. Data on conference attendance came

, krom the conference register. Usable data were gathered'
from 189 subjecti. 4 , .

Data were reported in frequencies and percentages to com-
pare treatment groups.with the control group; two-funettou
specialties with one-function; high-cost with low-cost; male
subjects with female; and foot oect:pational categories against
one another. There were two dependent variables:' comple-
hon/return of questionnaire and attendance at the conference.

The findings showed some noteworthy trends.. A higher
percentage of the treatment cases than the control completed
and returned questionnaires and also attended the conference.
The differences reached statistical significance. at the .05'
level on questi6onaire return, but not on attendahce.

One-function items attracted a higher percentage question-
nacre return, but a lower rate of attendaiwe than two-ftinction
items. The difference on questionnaire return reached sighiff-
cance level, but the difference on attendance did not attain
significance, leaving an inconsistent picture of the Alert of
number of functions.

High-lsost items elicited a higher rate of questionnaire
retninihan low-7cost items, and.the difference reached sta-
tistical significance. On attendance, however, low-,cost items
did,significantly better than high-cost, again showing the effect
of cost as Inconsistent,

Female subjects scored proportionately higher than male
subjects on both questionnaire returnand attendance. The dif-
ference on attendance was statistically significant, but:the dif-
ference on questionnaire return was not. There were no sig-
nifieant differences among occupational categoribs.

There was some indication that sul)Jectsi prior attitude
may have affected the'influence of specialties, with positive
cams having the highest rate of attendance, Neutral.and nega-
tive cases were secondand last, respectively, but the differ-
ences were not statistically significant.

e;Wit concluded from the study that the positive persuasive
irapact of specialties is modest. It is worth emphasizing, how-
ever,, that eVen though statistical significance was not attained
in *We of the measures, trends of practical significance were
observed: specialties attracted-higher response than confrol
on both dependent variables; feinale subjects were persuaded
more than were male subjects, making the sex of :whiten*
Iteteiver an important factor in the choice of a specialty gift.

lisloelly, Atha r number of fUnctions,90Ccost df specialties
Intented to ma)ce any consistent differenee in theeffectiveneel
Of Pletal.ties.. Effectiveness, does nct seem to depend on wend-
**complex or expensive

4.

'

TINIV1SION NEW AND PoLirrocki; c 4PA PAWNS:
AwilARTICIPANT -436613wer1t* "rum OF COVER.
AGE 0* TRIC 1971 'OHIO oovimpowp RACE IN
COCUMBUS, OHIO Order No. 791144h

oentoiv, David Howard, Ph.D. Ohio University, 1970. 235pp.
Director of Dissertation: Dr; Charles E. Clift$ HI

The problem this study explores le.whether a pantie*" cam-
paign organization can predict and control the nature of news

COVrap At will ircceifre (rem local televlsion stationa. T1te
study focuses on -the behavior`of television news organisations

. in covering and reporting the 1971 Oldolubornatorial cam.
pnign, and upOn thenews generating activities of the campaign ,.
organizations. eilf

our hyppthenes werh advanced:

1. TV news organizations have logistical needs ,whibh mutt
be,met by news sources wishing to disseminate intuit-
mation via Tv news. ,

2. TV news organizations hieve.content needs which must
-pe met by news sources wishing to dieseminate infor-
mation via TV newa. .

3,* Phenomena beyond the control of the news source can
affect the dissemination of infewmation via TV news.

f`' a campaign activity fhifills t,l legistlealitnd content
needs orthe TV news Organization, and phaiomena ..
yond the centfol of the casApaign organization do not
arise., the campaign orgapization will be successful in
-diesemiusting information ahoarthe campaign activity
via TV newn. . ,

The primary method of data collection was participant-
observation. EnuMeration and classification pt political news
tories preeented by the three stations in,their week-nigbt
hews Programs from October 2 to election day was\ also con-
ducted.

Three campaign events., a speech, a rally, and a news con-
ference, condUcted by, gubernaterial candidate Richard Celeste,
formed case studies of the tiehavior of the news and caniPeign
organizations. Comparisons were made between the stated
objectives of the.canipaign and the stories-telecast ,pout each
of the events. Interviews reve{Nled why Particular reporters
were.assignek.composition and editing of the stories, and.
placement or exclusion of the etory 'in the neViscasts.

.Th,e results Indicate polltiCal campaign news does not con-
' 'Shute a large proportion of the news telecast by local sta4'
Hone; thd amount ranged frOm 1.8 percent of the available
time in one series of newscasts, to 5,8 percent in anotfier se- ,

fies'fIctuchrof the political news was "campaign reports,'surdt
marl

. and
und.
suPp0

rticular.campalgn.,. these were presented once,
repeatedIn a later program. The content was _

titiol.of the television news organizatione.
St.three hypotheses were supporled, but evidence
,hhtelourth Wag weaker. Eachnews organitation de-

, 'fines ebntent needs differently than its competitors; ven
'within a news organkzation differences exist. Although an as-

signment edit* tday consider an event worth covering, a news-
cast producer may choose to exclude the story,from hisiker
program. Thus, the degreeoof prediction suggeated by the
purth hypothesis is subject tbiknitations,

Locil television news coverlige St a gubernatorial cam-
paign differs In some respects from'ate descriptions eXtant'
about network coverage of presidential campaigna. The sta
tittns are selective ln their coverage, and do not'cbver cam.
paignactivities they consider "self-serving)" A highly viskial
activity Isinot enough.to generate television news; the activity

.must be s'newsworthy.°)
It Ile concluded news organizations should give greater tare

to Ornidding sufficient inforniation about campatina to their
` audiences; the brief,.occaslonal television news reports max

not be enough to enable the VieWer, to make a nell-oolisideved
voting choice./At Olt same time, the non-presidential cam-
paign can no.longer expect the traditional,media eveift" to
insure television news coverage,



TRE PERCEIVED RFFICTS OF TELEVISED VIOLENCE
ON CHILDREN: A SURVEY Or ADULTS PERCEPTUAL
OPINION Order No. 7918753

Onna, Jo;g, Ed:D. State University of New York at Buf-
falo* 1679. 360pp,

latroduction:

In recent years, the Zffects of violence as Presented thidligh
the media on children's behavior has grown as a major concere
among 110C141 scientists, educatOsa and concerned citizen groups.
To date, the comic book and film industries have been found
guilty of influencing children towards violence and aggressive
behavior. Due to public pressure, comic and film industries
'veil forced to establish self-censorship procedures to meet
the standards set by, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) safeguarding
the rtglite of consumers. Hovieter, Pereky (1977) and other
researchers in media have pointed out that, television has be-
come the primary source of information and mediated violence
accessible to children and ar yet, has not adopted appropriate
*elf -censorship procedures to safeguard young viewers against
the'possible effects of media violence.

Purpose and ablettivest

The purpose of 'this descriptive study was to survey and
ascertain the prceptual opinions of the six selected adult .

samPies MO composed of Regular Teachers, Special Education.
Teachers, Nurses, Media Specialists, Parents and Others -
the 'tneinbers of thopublic selected at random; concetning the
selected research statements and findings drawn from the cu'rz:
rent research literature regarding the possible effects of chB-
dren411 viewing of televised violence.

For the purposes of gathering data for statistical analysis,
a survey instrument was developed and administered tq the Ss
by the authoit. The instrument was developed through an in-
tensive searctoof published research literatore and documents
toiadentity and select statements and findingli related to tele-
vised violence effects on children. These statements were
collected and arranged in direct and/or converse statements
by changing a qualifying adjective to read negative, (i.e. more
to less, high to low, etc.,). As a result, there were thirty-one

431) direct and thirty-one (31) converse statements presented
in the instrument. This method was employed to increaee the
chances' of identifying consistent responses and also to reduce
the effects of rand. om responses. There were alio yhrien fac -
tors involved.

The major jectives of the study were: .

I. To find out the Sa's group reactions towards the sea- /
looted current research statements produced in the '
snnvey instrumene related to, possible medisreffecti on
children and youth.

t The study kilught the Ss's consistent agreement and
disatreement with lhe survey instrument within their'
individual groups; with the individual research state-
refits (items.or,cases), and the overall reactions tO the
Inetrument.

'3. To find out the pasiibilities of factorial influences over,
the manner in which individual respondents reacted to
the Surrey Instrument within their individual groupi and

. *ACM. marital status, sex, etc).

P
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CONTENT AND STRUCTURAL CONVENTIONS IN PRINT

ADVERTISEMENTS AND TIMM RELATION TO BELIEFS
AND PRACTICES 4N TIFI AMERICAN CULTURE

Otder No. 7919306

PEELOR, Sharon, Ph.D. University of California,
19-79. 280pp. Chairman: Professor Louis Narens

This study takes al Its premise that print adVertisements
provide vAluable sociological InformatiOn about the culture.
Therefore, this is an in-I:drilla, 0( conventions in Print-advertise-
ments with a discussion of the relation between these convn-
titans and cultural beliefs and pracUcee. The display of pedlar,
sexuality,-and social values in print edvertisembnts comprises
the cnre of this study. Both micro- and macro-sociological
leatores of these displais are discussed. 8tr4tura1 conven-
tionk are defined as those regularities of,vitual and copy fee-
tures which help shape an ad's implicit message and which .

'also reveal sooial values.
- In qrdb to assessAhe intention ality of these content con-

venilime, this study also examinee the etructure and function'
of advertising agencies, -the creation of ads, and the develop-
ment of product image*. Specific ad campaigns are discussed
at length. Throughout, the einphasis is on advertisements for
products that rely least on-technical merits and most on prod-
uct image for their appeal, e.g., ads for alcohol, cigarettes,
perfume, and fashion, . t ,

It is also argued here that advertising trends reflnt, and
even prefigure, cultural trends. Trends in the advortield por-
ttayal of health, sex and nudity, personal hygiene, and taboo
eroticism are discussed at length and speculatively linked to
recent change* In 'octal values and behaviors.

The sample is6'compased of 2,000 print advertteements taken
-from 29 natioiml-audience iftipular moguls)** between 1974
and 1976. All ads which displayed any social beliaviors were
selected. Ads which provided information regarding Social
values or advertising trends were alsoselecled for the sam-
Ple. And ads were selected which provided information re.. .garding structural conventions. Content analysis was used to
discolor content regularities and trends. Book*, articles,
trade journals, and interviews with those in major advertising
agencies were used to examine advertising agenties, itdvertkapt,
ing campaigns, And the development of product images. "

This study found that there are well-definedtontent conven-tions In advertising pertaining to the portrayal of gender, sex-nality, and social valuei,, These conventionaare somewhat
rigidly narrow the vartetr of their expression. Howm4r,
advertising is sensitive to cultural changes, so that certain
trends are apparent and are revelatory kbout the culture.
This study also found that although some element, in ads aredeliberately placedto elicit specific conatumerfreeponses,
those who'breate ads aCtually kn'ow verk little colicerning what
makes any particular ad sell a product;*-drherefore, those ads
which have the most powerful effect dniffli eoniumer wire
most likely to be chosen for use becaiiiielthkhad a powerful
effect on thbse in the ad agepey ,,felthe.ad cam-
paign. This meankthat elf eveitors are effective
precisely becauselhey are members of the culture end tbae,<,
reflect the culture'a values and concerns, not becadse they
have any Special knowledge about the effectiVeness- of an att'scontents.

'at
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TIll GROWTH 'OF ALL -NSWS RADIO: ianciPANTS'
PERCEPTIONS or, Wow Order No. 7923632

PRICE, Stephen Seymour, Nd.D. Columbia University Teach-
ers College, 1978. .142pp. Sponsor:, Professor Steven Epstein

The purpose of this study was to determine what forces led
to or allowed the enfergence of all-news radio (a program for-

'mat t:If news and information interspersed by commercial and
public service messages twenty-four hours a day) in the sixties,
with special emphases on WCBS-AM, New York. This study
his atter4ted to view the all-news radio concept as a social
phetwimsnon, as a-response to economic pressures, and as a
symptom of this eeciety's information explosion, which has
created an appetite for news tWenty-four hours a day. The
public's receptivity to all-news radio has also been poesibly
shaped by number of larger psychological and social trends,
including: (1) the interdependeece of people living in megalo-
politan area like New York; (2) the increase in eeesitivity to
and concern about shifts in the weather; (3) the importance of
radio as a means of surveillance of difficulties in troubled
times; (4) the increase in the age of the general population;
and (5) the importance 9f getting information about the local
area in which one lives.

Seventeen interviews were conducted with officials, execu-
tives, aid other personnel in various key capacities of the t

CBS Radio D.Ivision and WCBS who were Ineolved in the con-
Teton in 1987 and are Still active in the iMplementation of
the all-new; format. They were interviewed to determine theff
perceptions of how and why the new format emerged, how it
functions, and we'y it is successful. A Toose interview guide
containing direct questions was designed to elicit both objec-
tive and subjective responses. AM interviewe were taped and)
later transcribed.

Results of the Interviews show that the respondents believe
the all-new forrinat for WCBS is successful for a variety of

r, reasons, such as: (I) The public is crisis-oriented,- more
.aware, news hungry, and turns to radio, especialy all-news
radio, as an immediate ongoing source of information. (2) The
audience is pleedominantly up-scale--with better income,
education occupational level, and is more mature; however,
listeners come from all walks of life. In addition, respondents
believe: (1) Economic forces motivated the dec sion to con-
vert to an ail-news format; (2) WCBS has je cos , quality
oriented format, which Includes feataes, special feports, and
hard news; and (3) Single story in-depth reporting der htsis
events and emergencies is what the station does best.

The public's need to know and the aU -news station's neee
to remain competitive appear to reinforce the continued growth
of WCINI e,nd the all-news format.

.t

te,

AN ANALYSIS OF SENSATI.ONALISM IN NETWORK TELE-
VISION NEWS COVERAGE OF VIOLENT EVENTS

Order No. 7921716

RAUCHER, Steven Alan, Ph.D. Wayne State University, 1979.
174 pp. -

The major purpose of this study is to begin the recognition
of the policies of the three national commercial television net-
works in the coverage of violent news events. To do this, data
was gathered from fifteen consecutive newscasts, five from
each of the-three networks. The data concerns the amount of
news stories covered that were violent and non-violent nature.
In acidition, the network news executives, from each of the three
commercial networks, were questioned by letter, in an attempt
to establish the precise policy followed by each. It was hoped
that the executives would be willing and able to delineate some
exact news policy guidelines. This endeavor, though somewhat
frlistrated by the overwhelming lack of cooperation by the news
executives, (their responses are available upon a separate
request to the author`and are not included in the dissertation)
was aided by the acquisition of a transcript of a news inter-

, view program which highlighted the executive news team of
C.B.S. This document (also directly available from the author)
offers some interesting contradictions to the letters. Some
preciae news guidelines are given for the ty-pes of stories and
the tyhes of coverage. As a final approach to the question of
network news policy, Broadcasting Magazine was examined for
a three year period from 1975--IOTT, to cull anything published

-in this industry news weekly that further established the policy
of the networks in the coverage of violent events.

Another major area of concern in this paper is the develop-
ment of news coverage equipment that makes poss le increased
coverage of live events. This Electronic News G hering equip-
ment, or EltIG, is examined, again by looking at hjformation
published in Broadcasting Magazine for the three ear period
1975-1977: ,

In order tO accomplish the first goal 9f the dissertation,
to analyze the sensationalism in network news coverage of vio-
lentevents, a coding instrument was developed so that trained
coders could separate news stories and news visuals by whether
they were violeneor not. Eight hypotheses were proposed and
the non-parametric one tailed sign rank test was used .to ana-
lyze the results. It was found that:

1. More non-violent stories are used;
2. More non-violent visuals are used overall
2. Mort .no4loient new. visuals are used, even in stories

about violent events;

4. More news stories of both types, violent and non-violent,
use visuals.

Though no attempt was made to statistically compare the threenetworks with each other, it would be Interesting to use the in-
strument developed here to do that.

The second part of the dissertation, the combined informa-tion from the network news executives yielded one slightlysignificant piece of information. A comment was made byRichard Salant, then the President of the C.B.S. News Division,regarding polio)! guidelines. In response to the direct letter,he claimed no written guidelines. However, in the C.B.S. af-filiate news program, Salant 1isteetwo written guidelines. Thefirst was that C.B.S. avoided live coverage of events, so thststories could be put into context; 'the second,stated that bath
sides of a story be investigated to put it into proper context.'

Finally, the third major area covered in this paper are theadvances in the development of electronic news gathering equip-ment. Because of many electrical refinements, ENG equip-ment is now lighter, more accurate, more durable,.easier tooperate and less expensive thin gver before. Most news opera-tions are realizing the cost effectiveness of switching from thetraditional film camera^approach and its inherent time and
coverage limitations, to the faster and more'versatile videocamera approach.

11nside C.B.S. News" Unedited Transcript of Interview bnKCMO-TV, Kansas City, Missouri 4 April 1978. p. 22.
9

.
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RELATIONIIIIP 11111TWIEN P3RENTAL TV VIEWING
IMTTERNII, PARENTAL INPLUINCE,,AND CHILDREN'S9,
TV VIEWING PATTERNS 4 Order No. 7912584

ROJAS, Carlon Jorge, Ph.D. University of Oregon, 1978.
IS3pp. Adviser: Meredith D. Gall

. The PurPole of this research study was to determine the
*Meat to which parents influence the television viewing of their
eMidren. Previous research suggest& that televisipn has sig-
allicant effects - bOtkpositive and negative - oh the social de-
velopment of children. If thii is true, parentsanight mediate
television effects by the manner in which they influence their
;Andrea's television viewing habits.

As an initial step in understanding how parents mediate
television effects, this study investigated the relationship be-
lwteh(1) Parental TV viewing patterns, (2) parental tech-

tedques tor controlling children's TV viewing, and (3) ch11-
'area's TV viewing patterns, Ths following TV viewing patterps
were studied; total weekly TV viewing; viewing-frequency for
particular programs; perception of violence in TV programs;
and perception of TV's educational value.
' The results revealed a moderate positive relationship be-

tween parents and their childrin in tbtal amount of
and viewing frequency of specific TV programs. Low positive
correlations between parents and their children were.found for
perception of violence and of edudaticoal Value. Theae find-
ings suggest that parents have a slight influence-on sons' and
daughters' TV viewing patterns.

Several findings emerged from the analysis of correlations
between the Parental Control Index and children's'TV viewing
patterns. 'Slight negative relationships were found between
amount of children's TV viewing and level of parental control.
Also, it was found that, the more controlling the parents, the
more likely it was that their sons: (1) perceived low educe:-
tional value in TV programs; (2) did not watch sexually ex-
plicit programs; and (3) did watch family-oriented programs.
No relationships between parental cohtrol and daughters' TV
viewieg patterbi were observed. These results indicate that
parents are more likely to conttol sons' TV viewing than theyare to control daughters' TV viewing.

Analysis of variance revealed that the different members
of the family unit (father, mother, son, daughter) tend to per-E.t,ceive similar levels of violence and educational value in TV.
Howevv, children spent significantly more time watching tele-
vision than did their parents. Also, they perceived their par-- ents as being less controlling than theft parents perceived
themselves to be.

Threindifigs taken together suggest Oat parental have h
slight to moderate influence bn childri'mes TV viewing pat,' .
tanks, Thus, if one were to make a'systematic -effort to im7
prove children's TV viewing, it might not be advisable to train
Slily the parents, since their training might notbe sufficient to
snake ma impact on.their children's TV viewing. The training
of both parents and children fs.probably the most appropriate
method tor making children more aware and critical of the TV
ssessage and of their own TV viewing habits.

A STI/DY 'OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN. TERMS OF
TELEVISION VIEWING PRACTICES Order No. 7927501

ROTH, Louis Masao, Jr., Ed.rD. The Louisiana State Uni-
vrsity and Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1979. 64pp.
Supervisor: Dr. Richard A. Musemeche
.

Research into the correlation between teleetsion viewing
precticei and academie achievement has long been a major
concern of edudators. 'This study established that a negative
eMtrelation coefficient existed between the number of television
ricroing hours per.day. and SRA Achievement Test scores of

. soleeted,fourth and seventh grade students in one Southwest
Louisiana Parish. The general hypothesis tested was that an
inarellead number of television viewing hours resulted,in de-

. telLeed aehievement test scores in an component% of the SRA
ACItirtement battery,

, .

The control group to be tested consistuisf 467 fourth grade
students and 445 sevastit graft stadents iMbe parishisohogir.system, After the necessary authorizations were obtained from*
parents and school authorities, the investigator conducted the ,
surveys of two viewing We per week for four weeks. Each
subject marked the ApproPrlate item (program viewed). Number, of hourd viewed and SRA Achievement Test data vim thon
correlated by computer, ands coefficient was estaffillhed by
using Pearson's Product Moment procedure. A negative cor-
relation indicated that there was an inverse relationship. be-
tween the numbey of television hours viewed and scores on the
SRA Achievement Tests. The correlation was statistically sig-
nificant at tho .01 level of confidence, In the group surveyed,
fiRA scores decreased when number of hours of television vie'w- ...

ing increased.
.

Because of the demonstrated correlation at the .01 level ot
confidence in the control group, the investigator recommends
that further study be conducted which would include Ilse of more
variables (socio-economic background, race, yeading level, -V.
ilex) so that data can be used more effectively in academic

.counseling. The Jength of the data collection riod should be
extePed to allow for varying academic matur tion rates of the
subjects. Finally, a comparative study among parishes w9ild
provide more data in order to establish a 'paradigm for both
gathering such data and for evaluating its effect on the educa-
tional process.

THE POLITICAL AND SYMBOLIC USES OF EFFECTS:
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF INQUIRIES INTO VIOLENCE ON
TELEVISION AND THE POLITICAL LEGITIMATION OF
MASS COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 'Order No. 7913597'

ROWLAND, Willard Daniel, Jr., Ph.D. Onlversity of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, 1978. 303pp.

This dissertation examines the political.useS of the debate
about the effects of violence on television. It analyzes the in-
terxction of three communities that have shaped the terms of
the debate inpublic policymaking for broadcastingthe Con-
gress and related national-level commissions, the broadcasting
industry, and the communications research academy.

The primary source materials are congressional hearings
records that deal with the violence effects issub. The hearings
serve as a central forum for public debate about the nature of
contemporary American life. Additional primary sources are
the violence effects research reports that have.influenced these
hearings.

The discussion begins with a brief review of the Payne Fund
studies on violence in film (1928-1933). It then deals with the
reviews of violence in television associated with the Harris
hearings (1952), the juvenile delinquency investigations (Hen-
drickson-Kefauver, 1954-1955; Dodd, 1961-1964), the inquiries
of the National Commission-on Violence (1968-1969), and th
research Of the Surgeon General's Committee on TeleVision
awl Social Behavior, guided by thl Pastore hearings (1969-

,

1972).
The dissertation discusses the importance of symbolic &nil-

ysis and ite application in analyzing political and social inter-
pretations of mass media institutions. It argues for the merits
of a Meta-communications approach in the generation of Social
and cultural theory and in examination of the role.of science
as an American means for mediating the political and popular
perceptions of television. -

Thls analysis traces the rise of broadcasting through the
history of the conflict between popular, liberal expectations
for it and the realities cl(ctated by economic imperatives. It
Sketches the history of social science mill the development of
apfolled broadcasting audience research, demonstrating how
important aspects of Amer itan science have been influe4ed by
theneede of government and Industry. These needs and related
popular attitudes are found to have established-a set of relation-
ships with social science that have had important Impact on the
forms and findings of television effects research, --

Within this context the dissertation analyzes ths practical
consequences for the chief parties at interest in the televielos
violence debate. 'the broadcasting industry is found to have
guided the applied and academic.realms of communicational se:
search, using its Investment In the scientific tool as a symbol
Of social regpoosibility while subtly influencing the academic
isrodels and findings to exonerate televlsioh,



The dominant direct and limited 'fleets models are found io
be closely tied to the respective agendas of progressivist re-
form cause\and the terms established by the industry. The
SWIM science study of media impact rises in part on the
strength of its apparent ability to deliver a means for criti-
cally appraising television. For lts,enorte, and for willingly
avoiding ancomfortable questions about epistemology, tech-
niques and findings, communications research is promoted by
both industry and government. In the upd confitsion about its
findings prevails, and, while being widely-Invoked, its work can
usually be refuted.

As social seitncU hart ascended in government, competing,
with law and engineering As another major univereeof dis.-
course about broadcasting, the political community relies in-
creasingly on the scientific tool. Yet it too finde In effects re-
search the vehicle for projecting in image of concerned inquiry
while induring that, due to fundamentaVeonstitutional and po-
litical otFonomic considerations, that Inquity does not force any
significant legislative action. The-popular venerationof scion-
ttflc is celebrated, but the research findings tend to be
inconclusive.

The dissertation finds in the ascenelon of violence effects
research the proceases of political avoidance, industrial ra-
tionalisation, and intehleetual compromise that are attendant
upon the arrival of the social and behavioral sciences to a place
of influence and authority in contemporary American public.
affairs.

ket STUDY OF THE KELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TELEVISION
EXPOSURE AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION OF PRE-
SCHOOL CHILDREN Order No. 7917784

4,....11ELNOW, Gary W., Ph.D. Michigan State University, 1978,
--"143pp.

This research focused on.the relationship between tele-
vision viewing and language development of pre-school chil-

.dren. It also considered relationships between language de-
velopment and maternal factors, then language development
and sibling variables.

In the first series of analyses, child language ability was
correlated with total television viewing time and then with five
subeategoeles of program types. The next series considered
langunge ability in terms of a'composite exposure-language
level index which represented program exposure 'weighted by
language sophistication modeled by televisiOn programs.

Language abilltyviotal television viewing and viewing of pro-
grams by category were then conaiderecFip terms of the .

mothei's education levelyFinally, there was an analysis of
two elements of Zajonc's Confluence Model which predicted
relationships between (1) sibling number and language ability
and (9) birth order and language ability.

Language samplekwere collected according to clinical
procedures outlined by tile Developmental Sentence Scoring
Analysis for 93 children ages three years and five months to
flve years and eltven months. In addition to language samples,
data on television viewing patterns of subjects were collected
from logbooks maintained/for a one week period by parents.
Demographic information was also obtained. Sciipts of fre-
quently viewed programs were then analyzed according to De-
velopmental Sentence Scoring procedures.

The analysis revealed a relationship between television
viowingsand language development for this samplfi. Viewing
time across all program types was negatively related with
language ability and this negative relationship was strongest
tor cartoons and family drama programs. Using the exposure-
language level index, it was discovered that children who
viewed a greater number of hours of language-sophisticated
Show. tended to score higher on the language assessment in-
strument. Those who viewed a greater number of language-
poor showa tended to score lower on language measures.

Mother's education level was positively related tO the
child's language ability, as sociolinguistic theory predicts.
Mother's education level was also positively related to the
language sophistication of programs viewed by children.
Partialling out mother's education reduces, but does not elim-
inate, the correlation between language ability and television
viewing.

Finally, language ability was substituted for standard in-
telligence measures used.% previous research on the Con-
fluence Model, and the analy4s supported two low proposi-
dons: as the number of children in a family increased, the
child's language ability tended toilecline. Similarly, language
ability scores tended to decline with birth order of a child.

COMPARATIVE ADV.ERTISING: A DETERMINATION OF
EFFECTS Order N. 7917796

STACK, Robert Thomas, Ph.D. Michigan State University,
1978. 122pp.

A

Until recently, advertising which contained explicit verbal
and/or visual identification of competitors was discouraged
Ilisoligh various industry and media codes and by a common
apprehension that naming-competitors or mentioning opposing
claims served ally to promote the competition and to weaken
one's own claims. With increased usage and greater exploit-
:less in naming competitors and making clear, by means of
comparison, the specific differences between brands, has come,
a debate over the legal and ethical.aspects of comparative ad-
vertising; however little attention has been devoted to sys-
tematically examining the effects of comparative advertising.
This study attempts to aniwer some questions of comparative
advertising effectiveness confronting business strategists and
public poliby makers. It attempts to determine whether there
ore any significant differential effects achieved by a compara-
tive versus a more traditional approach.to advertising.

Hypotheses were developed for six research dimensions:
interest level, believability, informational value, sponsor, Oen- '
lineation, composition of the evoked set, and statithent of
cluffee Ceiteria, A conceptual framework, which recognipes
the interaction of comparative and message sidedness compo-
nents, was used to examine variations in advertising format
tor each research dimension,

Four experimental televtilion advertiuments, for an exist-
ing brand of digital watch, Were prepared to represent four
treatment conditions: exposure to a one-sided non-compara-
tive advertisement, exposure' to a one-sided comparative
advertisement, exposure to a two-sided non-comparative ad- _...-

vertisement, or exposure to a two-sided comparative adver
tisement. The Only element of difference between thtfour

experimental advertisements was-the format in which the brand
claims were presented; two-sided advertisements disclaimed
superiority on some product features and comparative adver-
tisements identified competitor brands.

To minimize the Pbssibility of subjects having a predomi-
nantly evaluative Tesponse set, such as has been the case where
nothing but the adVertIstfment was presented for their evalea-
dim, the experimental advertisements were edited into a syn-
dicated television program and a post test -only methodology
was employed. Alter viewing the television program, the 1$5
subjects completed a questionnaire consisting of 18 multiple
Choice and Likert-type questions. The data generated by the
experiment was subjected to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Vivo-
sample test,

, In analyzing the data it was found that comparative adver-
tisements consistently remelted significantly better interest
leeel, b1ievability, ancl informational value ratings than their
non-comparative counterparts, with one-sided.treatment show-
ing the most conspicuous differences. No significant differ-

,ences were found, however, between thó interest level, be-
lievability, and informational value ratings of one-sided and
two-sided comparative advertisements.

0



Neill apparent re%tation 01 the idea held by many *dyer -
OW practitioners, dat vWwees awl become Goateed by
emmparative advertiltemeateami Mtribute the sponsor's su-
periority claims to one of the named brands, tile ability.of the

weir to correctly identify the sponsor of the adverthement
not significantly affected by variations in message sided-

sees or comparativeness.
Comparative advertisements did signiticifitky influence the

viewer's identification of major competing brands, while the
1111411014111 sidedness and brand ownership components exhibited
little or no effect on the incidence of named brands in the com-
position of the evoked seta of viewers. Similarly, choice cri-
teria for digital watches were not significantly altered by
changes in advertising format or brand ownership.

Making specific brand attribute claims, via comparison
with named and recognizably presented competitors, proved
to be a viable technique for imprOving the ioterest level, be-
lievability., and infor motional value ratings of a particular pro-
motional message, Evaluating comparative advertising ef-
fectiveness is. however, a cbmplex issue and much remains
tO be learned about the conditions of c4rnparative advertising
effectiveness; a number of future research suggestions are
included in the stfidy.

I
A SURVEY OF RELIGIOUS TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Di THIMOS ANGELES METROPOLITAN AREA AND PRO
POSALS FOR CHANGE: NEW STRATEGIES FOR MAINLINE
CHURCHES Order No. 7919930

Proposals for risoareleg the erlative coMmunity should
Offer new insights front the church in prime-time programming.
Itesoarcing can provide greater vteibility for the concerns of
the clexches.

Proposals tor monitoring ot prevent content and manage-,

ment practices will reflect community concerns which are shared
with many citizens' group, in Leis Anples and throughout thecountry. Monitoring will represent the churches' commitmentsin thi industry.

Proposals for new *public serVice" progralus should help toclarify the identity of the mainline churches and interpret their
concerns to the larger community. New prograMming which re-flects more accurately who we are apd Where we are could rein-force our teaching and preaching and be a stimulus for evangel-
ism and outreach.

If the scope of the peojeCt is large, the methodology has beenquite personal.
. .

The author viewed, analyzed and reviewed countle:?ours
of television broadcasts.

The organisational material deals with the results Of two
years of meetings with others who had denominational commu-nicatiOn responaibilities, as well as the Boaid of Directors ofRIM and communications officers of severaltmajor denomina-tions.

The development of ideas for new programming is based ohinteriiews with radio and televisism executives, as well as suc-cessful writers, producers and directors.
The final philosophical and theological statements are:based

on comments and suggestions by several leading theologians,
as well as more than twenty years experience as a media-
watcher and a minister of the United Methodist Church.

STEEL, William Edward, D.Min. School of Theology at Clare-
mont, 1979, 215pp.

,

This project has been Arried on under the auspices of the
Doctor Of Ministry Program at the School of Theology at Clare-
mont, California. The project summarizes findings and pro-
posals carried out over a two and one-half year period, during
whleh time the author served as Director of Communications
for the Pacific and Southwest Conference of the United Meth-
odist Church.

There ire four major thrusts to the project.
I., Program monitoring and analysie. During the course

of the project the author monitored Most of the religious tele-
Aston programs broadcast in the Los Angeles area. Typical
programs are reviei,ed and critiqued from the standpoint of
contemporary theology In mainline denominatione.

U. Evaluation of existing broadcast strategies by the South-
ern California Council of Churches. At the beginning of the '
project, the Council and its member denominations were rep-
resentedby a council-related, but independent corporation, Re-
ligion-in-Media (RIM), as broker for public Oervice time and
representatife to the media industry. The deterioration and
eventual dissolution Of relationships between the conciliar de-
nominations and RIM are traced, and efforts to avoid the break
is the relationship are described.

W. Description of thkprocess by which a new media coall-
gen erne created.' The development of a new media strategy by
the mainline denominations of Los Angeles is traced, and the
creation of a new media consortium (ECUMEDIA) is outlined.
facloded are working documents which were crucial tq the for -
matins et the new agency. NeW communications prioritise have
recently emerged among the mainline denominations, and their
impact en future media strategies is suggested, along with a
theelogical rationale tor future rolationehips between the church
and the broadcast industry.

IV, New programming proodsals. Models for future televi-
aka mortis by the mainline denominstionaare outlined in
triatimets for three new programs. These treatments ad-
tress the shortcomings of current programming and seek to
band 011 the current priorities of the mainline churches.

Daring the period ot this research, a number of unexpected
needs mid problems have surtaced. The propoaals contained
ben& are efforts to expand and improve the current impact
et the mainline denominations through the television brgadcast
medfam.

RACE, PUBLIC OPINION, AND .PRINT MEDIA COVERAGE
Order No. 7914259

STROMAN, Carolyn Alma, Ph.D. Syracuse University, 1978.
156pp.

In this research, considerable attention was focused on the
associations betreen black public opinion and white public
opinion, and black editorial coverage and white editorial cover-age. The major focus, however, was on the relationship between
public opinion (black and white) and print Media coverage as
indexed in the Readers'.Guide to Periodical Literaiure.

Agenda-setting research asserts that,media coverage of
issues influences public opinion regarding these issues. Data
were collekted from public opinion surveys, the Readers' Guide,
and black and white newspaper editorials, and examined for
evidence that public opinion regarding selected issues varied
as print media coverage of these issues varied.

A major purpose of this study was to determine if support
for an agenda-setting effect of editorials would Surface. The
results of this study. indicate that, in general, editorials do not
havetan agenda-setting influence.

Mixed support for an agenda-setting influence by general
print media coverage, as measured by Readers' Guide coverage,
was found. That is, the agenda -settinglypothesis holAs only
for short term issues. In this respect, the impact of the print
media As similar for both black public opinion and white public
opinion.

The assertion that the enaphasis of the media becomeS the
emphasis of the public was not generally substantiated in this
stody. Blacks, in particular, appear.to have their issue priori-
ties determined by something otheethan print media coverage.

Oh the basis of tile data gathered, two contlusions seemwanranted. First, the length of time an issue his been men-
tioned appears to be a key eariable in the relationship between
public opinion and print media coverage. Secondly, race andissue salience seem to have some effect on this relationship,
though this effect is not as Pronounced aslength of time that
an issue has been mentioned. Thus, the study concludes thatthese three variables (race, issue salience, and length of timean issue has been mentioned) hold significance for future re-search in this area.

-
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THE HISTORY or PUBLIC TELEVISION IN THE STATE
OF UTAH Order No, 7919610

TARISOX, Norman Carlyle, Ph.D. The Unkersity of Utah,
1979. SlOpp. Chairmen: Robert K. Avery

This tudy tracès the development pf noncommorical tele-
vision within the State of Utah from January, 1950, until July,
1971I. The investigation details how noncommercial television
deealeped In the sparsely mottled State of Utah, emphasizing
the chronology of major events and the primary participants
who contributed to this development. -

Initial cooperative effcirt for the development of Utsh's sin-
gle VHF noncommercial television "channel did occur. These
efforts resulted In legislative actioncreating a State Television
Commission. A subsequent veto of this enacting legislation by
the Governor dramaticallyaltered this cooperative effort.

Following the veto, Utah gave .r,ise to the development of
five itoncommercial television stations (more on-air-station
capability per'capita than any other state in the union). Although
rivalries among contending agencies qr institutions for a aingle
channel reservation were not uncommoh In many areas of the
country, therintensity and resultant effect make the
atton unique. Environmental factors not common to
gions of the United States, coupled with dominant pb
played a significant role in eMablishing the dtrectlo
phasis which noAomnrercial television followed in

tah situ-
er re-
alities,
err

ah.

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATI6NSHIP BETWEEN
CHILDREN'S TELEVISION VIEWING HABITS AND THEIR
B*HAVIORS IN UNSTRUCTURED ACTIVITIES

Order No. 7916094

WALTHER, A. Ruth, Ph.D. Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, 1979. 115pp Major Professor: Dr. Nancy L.
Quisenberry

0

Purpoise

Thepurpose of this study was to eNplore the relationship of
viewing televilion programs *ilh the desirable and inappro-
priate behaviors observed in kindergarten children rn unstruc-
tured activities in the classroom and on the playground.

Suble,cs

The population sample for this studylincluded 51 kinder-
garten children of Caucasian descent. These students repre-
sehted w variety of socio-economic levels, occupations, and
family backgrounds. Each student attended kindergarten for
two and one-half hours five days per week.

procures
This study assessed the broad range of behaviors of two

groups of kindergarten children and correlated these findings
with the variables of social position, sex of the child, number
of hours of television viewing, and the interaction of television
viewing and the sex dthe child. Parents of the 51 children in
this Wetly weee interviewed to determine the number of hours
that their child vierd television per week. The interview also
yielded information regarding the occubation and educational
status of the head-of-the-household. Each child was observed
in unstructured activities in the classrooth and. on the play-
ground for a total of one hour. Behaviors were recorded every
10 seconds of a two minute observational period. A total of
310 beheviors were recorded for each child.

Analysis of Date

The dependent variable of Inappropriate behavior was cor-
related in.thie analysis using Nie's (197) Statistical Pack lo

for the Social (SPSS) multiple regression proce ure
()pendent variables of social posiiion, sex qf

the child, hotirs of television viewing, and the interaction of
hours of television viewing and iiex of the child. An analysis
of variability for the,inappropriate behaviors was applied to
the data to ascertain the relationship of sex Of the child and
television viewing on the behaviors of two groups of kinder-
garten children during unstrtistured activities after adjusting
for the effects of the parente0bocial position. A series of
multiple regression Analyses provided the basis for partition-
ing the vakiance of the dependent variable, inappropriate be-
havior among the covariate, so'cial position of the parents,
and the other independent variables of sex of the child, hours
of television viev(Ing, and the interaction of hours of television
viewing and the sex of the child, and the residual factors unac.:.
counted-for in this sample of kindergarten children. An F test
was usect tO determine the F ratio to test the significance of
the thrlie hypotheses defimid for this study.

Results

The findings indicated that the 51 children watched an av-
eraire of 38.10 hours of television per week.

A significant negative correlation was found between tho
frequency of inappropriate behaviors in unstructured activities
and the total amount of time spent viewing television. The
total amount of time spent viewing television did not adversely
effect the namber of inappropriate behaviors; the children who
were heavS viewers displayed few-inappropriate behaviors in
the school setting, The research further revealed that chit-

,.
dren who watched large amounts of teleyision also displayed
many desirable behaviors in unstructured activities.

There was no significant relationship betsiveen the frequency
of inappropriate behaviOrs and the sex of the child. There was
no pignificant relationship between.the frequency of tnappro-
print!: behaviors and the interaction of the total hours of tele-
vision viewing and sex by interaction after adjusting for social
position.

Conclusions

The results of this research suggest that the average num-
ber of hours of television viewing is now higher than it has
been in the past. This study further suggests that children
who are heavy viewers of television do not exhibit great amounts
of inappropriate behaviors in unstructured activities. It was
further concluded that spending much time viewing television
does not inhibit the display of dsirable behaviors.

A CRIVICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROLES OF WOMEN IN
A LOCAL MEDIA INDUSTRY Order No. 7913939

WATT, Marilyn Stahlka, Ph.D. State University of New York
at Buffalo, 1979. 319pp.

Many studies point to the Influence of electronic media in
determining the roles and interactions of human beings. The
proportionate lack of women in decision-making positions in
the media profession could conceivably have hindered pro-
gramming decisiohs and deprived the public of a more plural-
istic view. Non-discriminatory employment is a goal of the
Federal Communications Commission which s the communi-
cation federal regulatory agency. It uses annual employ-
meet rdport, FCC Form 395, to obtain an ethp1onent prattle
of the broadcast industry. Form 395 has been considered the
cause of the lack of sUccess of pluralistic employment. Its
role definition aq61 occupational Categories are unclear and.
limited and its instructions create possibility for error. An
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ildselpeate assessment el Ole prelfeeMenal situation of media
IsIONS cOuld indica* dreeilese is which more effective as-
ire:ligament ot women's roles could be selomplished. The
emphasis of 'this etudy has been placeci upon the assignments,
espestences and perceptions ot,,,media women regarding their
roles in a local industry. The profile which'emerged from
wpm Shady in Buffalo, New York, In Aurist,. WHI, reveals nonne
which are usable as models for other studies.

TA* present study utilises the four upper categories of
Form 395 which are considered decistoo-making by the FCC.

Ten variables of media employment were constructed from
lift/Kos short answer questions which wre descriptive of the
Media employment situation. The variables which were exam-
ined Meret, (1) employment history, (2) demographic back-
ground, (3) reasons tor employment, (4) significance of loca-
tion, (5) response to company policies, (6) perception of power,
(7) approval of others, () perception of sense of worth to the. company, (9) media consumption and (10) influence ot media
stereotypes. It was the date from the clerical category that
evidenced role confusion and inappropriate lob title.. The
official and Manager-category data reported inflated titles,
salar3t far below standard and a lack of meaningful decision-
making power. Role confusion and dissatisfaction with lack of
in-service training were significent evidences from the profes-
sional category. Technical and sales personnel showed a posi-
tive pattern of agreement with the importance of location re-
lated to hiring and promotion. Women employed in media
perceive themselves as being skilled. unappreciated by their
employers, employed because of financial necessity and under-
paid.

It was in three open-ended questions that the 121 volunteers
from amaig the 211 women employed in media in Buffalo de-
tailed more of their concerns.

A second part of the questionnaire-interview schedule
made provision for more detailed answers from the partici-
pants and encouraged them to agree to an interview with these
questions as the interview schedule. Their views were more
related to negative rether than positive perceptions of their
employment.

Nineteen personal interviews yielded a wealth of 'Impres-
sions" on the roles played by women employed in media.

The profile of the professional roles of women employed
in electronic media is ueable as a model for furthir study
related to the employment of women in media.

TELEVLS1ON ADVERTISING TO CHILDREN: EXPOSURE
EFFECTS AND PAREN4AL INFLUENCE

Ordar -14Q, 7918662

WIMAN, Alan Russell, D.B.A. The University of Tennessee,
1979. 204pp. Major Professor: Gerald E. Hills

Mrany writers have impliid a relationship between chil-
dren's *avow* to television advertising and a variety of out-
tames, but most of these have not been adequately demon-
strated. At the same time, consumerista hey, implored parents
to exert influence on the quantity and quality of television view-
ing by their children, asrauming a beneficial result. Accord-
9121-Y, this research has two major objectives. The first is to
explore whether or not e poeure to television advertising is
rekted to certain cogniti e, attitudinal, and behavioral vari-
ables. The second object ve is to determine the importance,
V any, of parental influen in mediating these effects. In this
regard, parental influenc through (1) parent-child interac-
tion, and (2) structural cintrol of the viewing environment is
el spetiai interest.

Oats for this research lwas generated through personal in-
tent's,s with children and their 'mothers ln the subjects' homey.
A peneedure of dual interviwing was utilized whereby child

(.

and parent responses Were retarded simultaneously by two
interviewers in difterevit iroante, eliminating any opportunity
for'interaction and infleeneiag of este subject by the other. The
three primary independent variables measured include the mini-
ben of hours of children's programming viewed weekly by the
thild Vexposuren, the frequency of parent-child interaetios
on the subject ofTV advertising ("interaction"), and the fre-
quency of control actions by the Mother (Control). The de-
pendent variablesIncluded the childlo misunderstanding of the
concept and purpome of commercials (6cognition), recall.of
advertised brands Megan% attitude toward TV advertising
("atiituden, and frequency bf purchase requests for prOducts
and services ('purchasra requests"). The sample consisted of
n2 third and.fourth grade children and their mothers.

A statistical analysis of the data employed the use of t-
tests, correlational analysis, and regressiop analysis. The
findings can be summarised as follows:

1. Cognition was not found to be related to exposure or in-
teraction. It was, howeirer, correlated positively with
the child's age, his/her attention level during the view-
ing of commerciels (as.compared with that during pro-
gramming), parental control, and recall of advertised
products.

2. Recall was nor found to be related to exposure or con-
trol. However, it was' found to correlate positively with
cognition and negatively with attitude toward TV adver-
tising.

3. Attitude was not found to be related to exposure, but
correlated negatively with control. Thi child's atti7
tude generally correlated with that of-his mother, but
the magnitude of the difference between them was posi-
tively correlated with the amount of parent-child inter-
action. The child's attitude correkteenegatively with
grade level and with recall. Finally, males' attitudes
were more negative than those of females.

4. Children's purchase requests were found to be posi-
tively related to exposure, parent-child interaction, and
parental exposure to television. A nragative relationship
was found between purchase requests and the number of
Older siblings present in the household. Parental con-
trol was not found to influence the fifraquency of purchase
requests.

This study presents strong evidence to support the claims
of wents and consumerists that television advertising stimu-
lates requests by children for products and services. It also
indicates that parents who create"more opportunities for such
requests to occur by interacting more frequently *Rh their
children do indeed receive more requests. The findings can
also be interpreted to show that parents have more influence
la the formation of their children's attitudes toward TV corn-
mercials.than the amount of commercials to which the child
is exposed. Finally, cognition and recall appear to be Mune-
lion of variables not measured in this study. A multitudii of
opportunities remain for the exploration of additional vari-
ables and the processes In which they operate.
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